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Engineer Miller Receive More Than a Million Dollars William Howard Taft Is Cer-
tain
It Seems Immaterial to Them Plans Announced for Carn-
egie
"Pussyfoot' Johnson Says Man Can Hardly Expect to
Analysis Made In Wash-
ington,
Extra This Year to the to Be Renominated That Madero Has Endowment for In Uncle Sam Is Stamping sBe Elected to Office
D. C. Paper Trust And Re-Elect- ed 1 Made Peace ternational Peace Out Bootlegging Without It
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National Guard Should Have
Crack Shots to Go to Camp
Perry, Ohio.
Unhappy Country Is ApproachSanta Fe Railway Company Hearst Says Democrats Will
Champion Champ
Clark.
Systematic Movement That Will
Result in Doing Away
With War.
For That Reason Firewater In-jur- es
Indian More Than
White Man.
Address by Governor Woodrow
Wilson to Publicity Club
at Minneapolis.
Must Refund $18.50 on
Car of Cement.
"Pussyfoot" Johnson walked stealth-(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) t (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C., May 24. John! Washington, D. C, May 24. An
representing the American teresting bit of political gossip was
ily over the polished hardwood lloor j Minneapolis, Minn., May 21. Gov-o- f
the Palace hotel lobby and tapping ernor Woodrow Wilson addressed the
gently on the glass cigar case select- - publicity Club of this city at luncheon
ed the brand of Hatmna which pleased ' today. Governor Wiison devoted moM
his taste. jot' his address to a discussion the
ft
(By Special Iainl Wire to?Tew Mexican)
connections between business anl !eg- -
islation. speaking particularly abo i"
jhe business interference w'.in legisla-
tion which has created sora-- "f th
voist influences in our recent politics,
lie said in part:
The modern world is, ot course; a
business world. A great man;F of thi
older and more fundamental questions
of our'pulitics we regard as lorn; aeo
settled. The business of politics Is
nowadays a business of adjjstment, of
meeting new conditions as thev arfa
and making law suitable to our chang-
ing life. The most remarkabl and
influential changes that have taken
place in recent years in America have
been economic rather than political.
Business has bulked larger and larger
and has consequently been motv and
more interlaced not only with nation-
al policy but with legislative change
throughout the country.
It Is perfectly- - legitimate gf course.
that the business interests of th-:-
country snouia enjoy uic iuuotuuu ui
the law not only, but that they shou! I
tx in every way furthered and
strengthened end facilitated by legis
lation. The country has no jealousy
o any connection oetween Business
and politics which is a legitimate con-
nection. It is not in the least averse
to open efforts to accommodate law
to the material development which
has so strengthened the country in
all that it has undertaken by supply-
ing its extraordinary life with its
physical foundation.
But the Illegitimate connection be-
tween business and legislation are an-
other matter. Every community is
vaguely aware that the political ma-
chine upon which it looks askance has
certain very definite connections with
men who are engaged in business on
a large scale, and the suspicion which
attaches to the machine itself has be-
gun to attach also to business enter-
prises just because these connections
are known to exist. If these connec-
tions were open and avowed, if every
body knew justwhat they involved
and Just what use'was being made of
the alliance, there would be no diffi-
culty in keeping an eye upon affairs
and in controlling them by public
opinion, nut unfortunately tne whole
process of in America is
la very obscure one. There is no high
way of legislation, but there are manv
Parties are not organized
in such a way in our legislatures as
to make anv one eroun of men- avow
edly responsible Iof the course of .
legislation. The bills introduced into
our legislatures are introduced upon
ing State of Anarchy in
Every Corner
(By Special Leased Wire to xew Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., May 21. News from
Mexico City that the insurrectos were
still destroying the raxroad and tele-
graphic communication visibly caus
ed much disquietness here.
The suggestion that the insurrectos
near Mexico City have not been in-
formed of the signing of a peace agree-
ment is not regarded as fully explain-
ing the situation. It is considered un-
fortunate that Senor Madero, the
avowed leader of the insurrectOB,
should have to prepare for himself an
armed protection to go to the capitol.
"The reason tor my opposition to
Madero lies in the Jealousy of certain
revolutionary elements who resent tne
power assumed by Senor Madero and
Dr.Gomez in naming the cabinet, and
otherwise forming the personnel of
the government which i3 to succeed
Diaz," said one insurrecto chief.
Figueroa, the insurrecto chief op-
erating near Cuernavaca, is in entire
sympathy with Madero, but intends to
remain in arms until the new provi-
sional government is established.
Put it Off a Day.
Mexico City, May 24. It was off-
icially announced that President Diaz
and Vice President Corral will not
resign today but-- that their resigna-
tions will be tendered to the house
of deputies tomorrow.
Air Looking for Jobs.
Washington, D. C, May 24. The
confidential agency in Washington of
the Mexican privosional government
closes, presumably for all time, with
the departure tonight of Senor Vascon-celos- ,
confidential agent, for San An-
tonio, on his way to Mexico City. Mr.
Vasconcelos has been ordered home to:
take part in the reorganization of the
government. Gathering at San Anto-
nio, members of the revolutionary par-
ty, in groups dispatched at intervals,
will proceed to the Mexican capital.
Mr. Vasconeelos expects to be as
signed to one of these groups.
American Murdered.
Washington, May 24. The murder
of Samuel Hidy, an American citizen
at Los Platanos, Colony, Merico, will
be investigated by Consul Miller at
Tampico, under instructions from the
state department today. Hidy was
killed May 18. No details of the mur-
der have reached Washington.
- Recruits for Insurrectos.
San Francisco, Calif., May 24. A
request was received yeslterday by
the United States customs officials
here asking that 450 volunteers be al-
lowed to embark on the steamer Be-
nito Juarez at San Diego for Ensena-d- a
to join the insurrecto forces about
that port. The request came from
George W. Bermacher, agent of the
Compania Naviera del Paclfico, a Mex
ican steamship whose boats ply be-
tween San Diego and Central and
South American ports.
Cannot Board Ship.
. Orders were telegraphed to San
Diego by local customs officials not to
allow armed men to board the Bonitn
Juarez under any circumstances and
to make careful search of that vessel
for ammunition or other contraband
of war.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
GOES TO LOUISVILLE.
Reformed Synod at Canton, Ohio,
Agrees to Union Criticism of
Executive Committee.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atlantic City, N. J., May 24. The
Presbyterian general assembly today
voted to meet next year in Louisville,
Ky. Criticisms of the executive com
mittee, because it had power and
because it is likely to develop into
a dictatorship and the receipt of a
telegram from the general synod of
the Reformed Church of4 the United
States which is meeting in Canton, O.,
stating that the proposed union be-
tween their body and the Presbyterian
church would be approved, featured
this morning's session. :'Wouldn't Leave Anything for Autos.
A suggestion made by the Rev.
Mark M. Matthews of Seattle, defeat-
ed candidate for moderator, that "ev
ery man who fails to give ten per
cent of his income to the church is
not worthy to be called a Christian,
met with a dead silence. ;: ':; -
BLACK HAND BOMB
EXPLODES AT LOS ANGELES
House Catches Fire and Lives of Nine
. Persons Were Endangered
for a Time.
(By Special Leaded Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., May 24. A
bomb was exploded shortly after mid-
night in the doorway of a house on
East Ninth street occupied by nine
persons, the families of F. Allot, and
his son-in-la- F. M. Gowder. The
bomb set the house afire. No one wag
injured and the flames were quickly
extinguished. Alloi, who is a butcher,
had received threatening letters In
Italian, demanding money; v...-
Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller has juqt received from the
bureau of soils, Washington, D. C,
results of analyses made by the de-
partment jof the territorial engineer
and department of soils in
These samples were collected
from some of the irrigation projects
in the territory and were analyzed for
values as to agricultural possibilities.
The soils in the territory as a whole
are exceptionally good. These have
been formed by a process of disinte-
gration of volcanic rock, etc., for a
great many years and the' results
thus derived contain phosphoric acid,
potash and nitrogen.
Big parey Act Project.
Governor William J. Mills and Ter
ritorial Engineer Charles D. Miller left
over the New Mexico Central list
evening for Tucumcari to go over the
lands for which application has-be-en
made by a group of Tucumcari people
under the Carey act, the waters of the
Pajarito to be impounded to reclaim
'20,000 acres. ,
Mr. Clark, Waltonite.
- Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion J. E. Clark has qualified as a su- -
lerintendent of fishing, having pulled
a h trout out of the ecos yes-
terday whither he went with Land
Commander R. P. Ervien and Mayor
Seligman. Mr. Clark showed good tech-
nique in bringing the finny prisoner
to land. It is also stated that he show-
ed gastronomic ability in making the
fried trout disappear.
He Wanted a Shave. ,
Mounted Policeman J. .A. Beal paid
a flying visit here today on his way
back from Las Vegas whither he took
a negro prisoner adjudged insane in
Luna county. The man appears to be
a hobo who drifted into Deming and
remained there. His real name could
not be ascertained but he was com-
mitted to the insane asylum under
the name of Charles Barnes. While
en ronte to Las Vegas he walked up
and down the car asking tjie passen-
gers if they were barbers and coild
give him a shave. He was not violent
but he was evidently "locoed."
Will Rogers at Pen.
Will Rogers, sentenced to five to
twelve years at Las Vegas for the
kidnapping of his nephew Waldo Rog-
ers, arrived in Santa Fe this after-
noon on the Santa Fe flyer from the
Meadow City, being taken to the peni-
tentiary on a special commitment. He
was accompanied by A. T. Rogers, Sr.,
his father, and Enrique Sena, deputy
sheriff. Rogers was taken from the
Las Vegas jail at six this- - morning in
an automobile and great secrecy ob-
served in his movements.
Not Yet Assigned.
Rogers was not assigned today to
the work he will do in the penitentiary
for the next three to five years. War-
den Cleofes Romero is away and until
he returns, Rogers will probably spend
his time in his cell.
A good many people are curious to
know if Rogers will have to have his
head shaved as appears to be the cus-
tom in- some penitentiaries. It is stat
ed on good authority however, that the
custom here is simply to clip the hair
close, which is certainly a e3 j humili-
ating operation than having the head
shaved.' ; - ' ,'
National Guard Orders.
Adjutant A. S. BrooTtes has Issued
the following orders:-'- ,'
1. Captain Michael S. Murray, Unit-
ed States army, retired Is assigned to
duty as instructor In target practice
Tor the current year. He will, before
June 15th, visit the companies at Tu-
cumcari, Clovls, Artesia and Carlsbad
and spend two days at each station
for the purpose of giving instruction
' in target practice. The dates of these
visits will be arranged by Captain Mur-
ray and the commanders concerned.
Company commanders will endeavor
to have the full strength of their com
stands present 'on-th- 'range; during
Captain Murray's visit In order that
they receive the maximum of instruc
tion. ,.'.' ' "
i. uaptain Murray wm deliver a
lecture at each station visited.1 The
lecture will be given at the armory at
night and will include an explanation
for the management of the U. S. mag
azine rifle as given '.n ordinance puu-- "
lication No. 1923, sighting drills, posi-
tion and aiming drills, care of the ri-
fle, and method of keeping target rec;
ords and rendering target reports.. , .'
3. Target reports for, the current
year will be sent to Captain. Murray
immediately after the close of the tar-
get season. After being corrected and
consolidated the reports will be for-- .
warded "to. this office.
The adjutant general states that
: each organization commander will
make an effort to develop three or four
excellent shots Jn his organization to
compete for places on the team which
,
will represent New Mexico In the Na
tional Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio
Flag Day Proclamation.
June 14, 1911 will be the 134th an
niversary of the adoption of the stars
(Continued on Page Five.)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 24. At j
the opening today o the seventeenth
annua meeting of the Lake Mohonk
conference on international arbitra-- l
tion President Nicholas Murray But-- j
ler of Columbia University, presiding
officer of the conference, for the first
time made public the plans of the Car-
negie endowment for international
peace.
Dr. Butler also predicted "with au-
thority, the establishment of the in-
ternational court of arbitral Justice
before the time of the. third Hague
peace conference." vv..V
Mr. Butler said: "It has been deter-
mined by the trustees of the Carnegie
endowment to organize the undertak-
ing in three parts or divisions: A
division of international law; a divi-
sion of economics and history and a
division of intercourse and education.
"The division of international law
will be under the direction of Profes-
sor James Brown Scott. The division
will aim constantly to inculcate the
belief that intercourse between na-
tions should be based on a correct and
definite idea of international justice.
"The division of economics and
history will be under the direction of
Professor John Bates Clark, of Co-
lumbia University.
"This division will aim at the edu-
cation of public opinion and at the
formulation of conclusions that may
serve for the guidance of government-
al policy.
"The economic causes and effects of
war in general will be studied.
"The division of intercourse and
education, the director for which has
not yet been announced, will supple-
ment the work of the two other divi-
sions." ',' '"'
Address by A. R. Smiley.
Mohonk Lake, N. Y., May 24 Al-
bert K. Smiley, founder and host of the
Lake Mohonk Conference on Interna-
tional Arbitration welcomed the mem-
bers here today at their 17th annual
meeting. He said, in part: "For n
century the conflicting claims of Great
Britain and this country with refer
ence to the Newfoundland fisheries
baffled diplomacy. Yet last Septem
ber the question was settled amicably,
and without causing a ripple in the
diplomatic world, by the Permanent
Court of Arbitration at The Hague.
The very next month, our last great
outstanding difficulty with Venezuela
the Orinoco Steamship case w3
settled by the same court. Four
months later, the delicate Savarkar
dispute between Great Britain and
France was the subject of the court's
award. Even now, it has under con-
sideration a question of war claims
which 1ms been troubling Russia and
Turkey for thirty-thre- e years; and be- -
for the end of the present year, it will
probably have passed upon a financial
dispute between Italy and Peru. Sure
ly this is not a bad year's worlc for
an instituion whose defects we admit
and of whose life we were not so cer
tain a few years ego. What a promise
ot success lor a real international
court ot justice when it comes!
"Some years ago, treaties even of
limited arbitration attracted much at
tention, but as their number increased
we came to take them as a matter of
course. Within the year at least nine
treaties representing six American
and six European nations have been
added to the long list, making accord-
ing to some authoritative English sta-
tistics 142 in all. We rightly feel
proud of our 25 treaties, but I wonder
how many of us know that our great
southern neighbor, Brazil, is how a
party to 23 such treaties. We should
recognize more fully the part the
nations to the south of us are taking
in this movement. We have much to
learn from them, not the least of
which; is the lesson of the Central
American Court of Justice. There, in
Central America, is a real interna-
tional court of justice for five nations,
with compulsory jurisdiction over ell
their differences the first institution
in the world which has sat in judg-
ment upon nations! . The Central
American Peace Conference, which in
1907 created the court, has during the
year held its third annual meeting.
This, with the fourth
Conference held fn- Buenos Aires last
snmmer, give the American nations a
worthy showing in the year's events.
"Our movement is no longer con-
fined to individuals or societies. It
has become governmental. President
Taft and Secretary Knox ar among
its strongest supporters, and both have
Imade noteworthy utterances in its fa- -
vor. Those who a year ago thought
the president assumed an untenable
position in advocating unlimited arbi-
tration have in recent-month- s had am-
ple proof of his sincerity. Not only is
he earnestly engaged in negotiating
with Great Britain a treaty of unlim-
ited scope, but we have his clear in
ference that he hopes the treaty will
serve as a model for other treaties,
and, perhaps, for a world treaty. The
(Continued on Page eight.)
Newspaper Publishers Association,
was before the senate finance com-
mittee in advocacy of the Canadian
reciprocity bill today. As a result of
the high prices charged by the Inter--
hnational Paper Company, Mr. Xorris
said, that the largest user of news
print paper in this country would
have td pay during the coming year
$700,000 more for paper than for sev-
eral years past and other publishers
about $500,000 a year more. , The
present tariff, he declared, allowed the
paper makers of the United States to
maintain high prices and keep Cana-
dian paper out.
The fact that the United States has
been shipping more paper into Cana-
da than is sent from there into this
country, is proof, he claimed, that it
can be produced here at a lower fig-
ure than in Canada.
For Bigger Roswell Building.
Delegate Andrews of New Mexico
has introduced a bill which if passed
would appropriate $25,000 additional
for the new Roswell federal building,
the contract for which is about to be
let. It is declared that the building
cannot be constructed within the lim-
it of the amount originally appropri-
ated.
Cement Contract Awarded.
The Southwestern Portland Cement
Company of El Paso has been award
ed a contract by the reclamation serv
ice for 10,000 barrels of cement at
$1.37 a barrel f. o. b. Courchesne, Tex.
The interstate commerce commis
sion has granted a request for a re-
fund of $16.80 in the case of the Colo- -
radb Portland Cement Company vs.
the Santa Fe, overcharge on one car
of plaster paris shipped from Portland,
Colo., to French, N. M.
Postmasters Named.
Postmasters have been appointed in
the southwest as follows:
Green B. Patterson, Ingleville, Cha
ves county,' N. M.
Charles A. Randall, Congress, . Ya
vapai county, Ariz.
The star route service between Al
ma, N. M., and Cooney, N. M., eight
miles, has been increased to six
times a week.
Effective May 22 the star route be
tween Upland and Midland, Texas, is
decreased two miles by a' change of
route.
Sent to the Senate.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 24. On the ques
tion of the admission of New Mexico
without amendment to its constitution
and the admission of Arizona after
voting for the rejection of the recall
of judges, being the Republican min
ority resolution, Minority Leader Mann
demanded a division. The ayes were
67 and the noes, 117, a strict party
vote, others not voting being paired.
The majority resolution, requiring
voting on an amendment to the New
Mexico constitution, and amendment
on the recall of judges In Arizona, was
adopted. The joint resolution was re
ported in the senate today and was
referred to the committee on territ-
ories.-;, -
There was no meeting of the sub
committee on the '. nomination of
Judge McFie. Vincent May and wife
of Las Cruces are here.
CUNARD LINER IVERNIA
GOES ON ROCKS.
She Lists Dangerously to Starboard
But Her 75 Passengers Are
i Reported Safe.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Queenstown, May 24. The Cunard
line steamer Ivernla, which left Bos
ton May 16 for Queenstown and Liver,
pool struck Daunt Rock, at noon to-
day during a fog as she was approach-
ing this port.
The vessel is now at anchor near
the eastern bank of Kinloch channel
in the inner harbor with 25 feet of
water In her fore compartment. No
one aboard the steamer was hurt.
The first that was known of the ac
cident was when the liner passed
Roches Point at the head of Cork
harbor. "
The forepart of the Ivernla , was
sunk deep' in the water, her stern was
high in the air and she had a danger-
ous list to starboard. She carried
775 passengers and a large cargo of
freight. .
Narrow Escape. '''Queenstown, May 24. The, great
hole in the forepart of the liner and1
the narrow margin of .free., board
above the water, sufficiently,. Indicated
what a. narrow . escaae th fttmmer
had from disaster. The water tight
compartment however, , stood the
strain well.
',..;'
BROTHERHOOD OF TRAINMEN
CHOOSE 8AN FRANCISCO.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
H,arrisburg, Pa., May 24 The Broth-
erhood of Railroad Trainmen In ses-
sion here today decided on San Fran-
cisco aa the place for the next conven-
tion to be held in 1913.
current here today that the entrance
of Henry L. Stimson of New York in-- i
to President Taft's cabinet may mean
that he will be Mr. Taft's running
mate in the campaign of 1912.
President Taft, it is said, fully ex-
pects to be and his
friends and advisers, in casting about
for a man to head the ticket with him,
are said to look with much favor on
Mr. Stimson who, they think, would
both geographically and ; personally
prove a strong man.
Among other vice presidential possi-
bilities under discussion by political
leaders in touch with the White House
are Senator Cummins of Iowa, and
Senator Borah of Idaho.
Hearst Says It's Champ Clark.
New York, May 24 Mr. and Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst sailed for
Europe today. Asked at the steam-
ship pier who he thought the Demo-
cratic candidate for president would
be, Mr. Hearst said: "I think Champ
Clark is so largely responsible for
th3 Democratic success that he is
very conspicuous for 1912."
'"Would you run yourself?"
"No," replied Mr. Hearst, and then
added, "Well you can never tell. But
I don't think it is a legitimate ques-
tion."
President Taft was the logical can
didate for the Republicans, said Mr.
Hearst.
CLARENCE DARROW ARRIVES
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
Says Preparation for Defense of Ac---'
cused Labor Union Men is
Lengthy Task. p
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., May 24. Clar-
ence I. Darrow of Chicago, retained
by the .International' Organization of
Structural Iron Workers to defend
J. J. McNamara and his brother, i.
B. McNamara, arrived here last night
and immediately went into conference
with local labor leaders. Mr. Darrow
refused to discuss the dynamiting
cases other than to indicate that the
preparation of the defense probably
would prove a lengthy task. Mr. Dar-
row expects to leave for Los Angeles
Thursday.
Burns on Deck, Too.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 24. Will-
iams J. Burns, the detective who. ar-
rested the McNamara brothers and
Ortie McManigal, the alleged dyna
miters accused of having destroyed
the Times building last October, will
arrive here today.
His coming, however, has nothing
to do with the arrest of Bert H. Con-ner- s
and Mansell Parks, the Union
Structural Iron workers accused of
.having attempted to blow up the Los
Angeles County Hall of Records.
The two dynamiting cases have
nothing in common. .
The grand jury resumed todiy its
Investigation of the Hall of Records
case. Conners was before the Jury
most of the day.
i Rumors of Confession. '
Reports that a confession had been
made by one of the prisoners were re-
newed today, but the fact that Con
nersVas again summoned before the
grand jury gave ground for the belief
that if any evidence' had been obtain
ed it was not by confession
DESIGNER OF BLOOMER
, COSTUME IS DEAD.
Elizabeth Smith Miller, Noted Woman
- Suffragist, Dies at Her Home
Near Geneva, N. Y. 1
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)'
Rochester, N. Y., May 24. Eliza-
beth Smith Miller, daughter of Gerrit
Smith, the noted philanthropist , and
abolitionist and widow of the late
Colonel Miller, died at the family
home in Lockland Road, near Geneva
yesterday. Mrs. Miller was born in
1S22 and was chiefly known for her
activity as a woman suffragist In
1851 she introduced the bloomer cos-
tume and created a sensation by wear-
ing the costume on a trip from Peters-borot- o
Seneca Falls, on a visit to
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
TRANS-MISSISSIP- CONGRESS
AT KANSAS CITY.
Oklahoma Could Not Raiae Guarantee
to Secure Big Convention
" This Year.
i n., oii i wi nKansas City, Mo., May 24. The an-
nual meeting of the Trans-Mississip- pi
Commercial Congress, wet for Septem-
ber next, will be held inikanaaa nitv
instead of. Oklahoma CJ?y the place
originally decided upon. This was
practically decided upon today by the
executive committee of the congress.
Oklahoma City declined to raise the
funds necessary and the Kansas City
Commercial Club formally invited the
congress to meet, here.- ' ; '
Mr. Johnson, whose initials are "W. J
E." is quite a modest man despite the i
"we" which precedes his name. He
says little of himself unless asked.
But he is famed throughout tho
country as the man who has done
more than any other living being to
Stamp out the liquor traffic among the
red men.
"Are you meeting with continued
success in your work," asked the rep
resentative of the New Mexican.
i "I think we are." said the chief
special officer of the Indian service.
"In April of this year 94 bootleggers
were convicted and C3 of these went
to jail and Jl.to the penitentiary.
Last year we convicted l.u55 persons,
for selling liquor to the Indians and
took in the sum of $63,ni0 in fines.
Forty-nin- e persons were sent to the
penitentiary where they belong for
selling fire water to the red men.
"But why does the government'
license the sale of liquor or fire water!
to the white man and prohibit it. to
the red man?" was asked.
"Of course many contend that liquor
called fire water should not be sold
to anybody," he said. In my own opin-
ion I am sure that the red man has the
least right to buy it or get it. Why?
Because fire water to the Indian is a
fire which puts him on the war path
and makes him more terrible than
any white man is likely to become
from 'Booze.' "
"The United States wishes to make
the Indian first of all a good Indian,
not so? how can Uncle Sam
do this, if bootleggers sent fire water
to the red man to boil the blood In
his veins? We have got to stamp out
the liquor traffic among the. Indians
and I am pleased to say that the ef-
forts to do so seem to be meeting witn
success every month, every year."
Mr. Johnson said that he is on his
way to Taos to attend to some busi-
ness for the department of the inte-
rior and he declined to discuss the
Juan Cruz case.
With Mr. Johnson at the Palace
were several other "highmucks" of
the Indian service including John
Charles, supervisor of construction
work and J. H. JDortch, chief of the ed
ucation division of the Bureau of
Indian affairs. !
STATE PRINTER TESTIFIES
AGAINST GEORGE NYE.
Ohio Legislator Accused Directly In
Court of Soliciting Bribe to
Pass Bill.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, May 24. The first
direct testimony that Representative
George B. Nye, of iike county, ha3
solicited a bribe for pushing through
a bill in the legislature was offered
before Judge Kinkead today when
State Printer Crawford testified that
Nye had told him he was willing to
put up $500, to put through the Kimble
bill providing for the
of the Adams county judicial district.
Nye told me," said the witness, "that
: would take $500 as some of the
boys In the legislature must be taken
care of, some of the-- Republicans
whom lie stood in with. Nye said that
the Kimble bill would put Adams coun
ty in a safe Democratic district Craw-
ford admitted during his examination
that he and Nye had had some bitter
differences in a political way.
IT IS EXPENSIVE TO
CHEAT UNCLE SAM.
If Under Valuations on Santa Fe As-- !
i
sessment Returns Were Thus
Punished?
(By Special Leaser) Wire to New Mexican)
New York, May 24. Henry J. Du- -
veen oi tne nrm or Duveen urotners, j
international art dealers, was fined
$15,000 today, the maximum fine, in
the United States circuit court. He
pleaded guilty-yesterda- y to under-val-t-atio-
of imports. His firm has al-
ready paid $1,200,000 to the govern-
ment in settlement of civil suits.
Sentence on Benjamin .I. Duveen, who
also pleaded guilty yesterday, was de-
ferred. . ' .
PLOT DISCOVERED TO
KILL CHINESE COURT.
Seventy Conspirators Arrested at a
Theater in Pekin While Plan-
ning Murder.
(By Special Leadea Wire to New Mexican)
. Victoria, B. C. May 24. News was
brought by the Tantbla Marue yester-
day of a plot at 'Peking to assassinate
the Chinese court. Seventy Chinese
were arrested at a theater in Peking
when making preparations , for the
''
'
.
-COUP. V'V '
private initiative, either the initiative . -
of individuals outside the legislature
who desire certain changes in the law
for their own convenience or benefit,
or the initiative of individual mem
bers of the legislatures themselves.
The whole process of discussion, if?
any discussion at all takes place, is
private and shut away from public '
scrutiny and knowledge. There are
so many 'circles within circles, there
are so many indirect and private ways
of getting at legislative action that
our communities are constantly un--,
easy during legislative sessions. '
It is this confusion and obscurity
and privacy of our legislative method
that gives "the political machine Its
opportunity. Apparently nothing but
the political machine can bring order
out of the chaos. There is no central
force in any legislature which can
itself guide the course of lawmaking.
There is no publicity responsible man
or group of men who are known to
formulate legislation and to take
charge of it from the time of its intro- -
duction until the time of its enact- -
ment. It has, therefore, been possible
for an outside force (he political ma-
chine, the body of men who nominated
the legislators end who conducted the
contest for their election, to assume
tj,c roie 0( COntrol. Business - men
who desired something done by way
of changing the law under which they
were acting or who wished to prevent
legislation which seemed to them to
threaten their own interests, have'
known that there was this : definite .:
body of persons to resort to, and they .
have made terms with them. . They
jhave agreed to supply them with t
j money for campaign expenses and to
j stand by them in ell other cases where
j money was necessary if in return they
might resort to them for protection or ' '
for resistance in matters of legisla-
tion. There have been times when It .
was a matter of no surprise to us to V
learn that legislatures looked to a cer '
tain man who was not even a member
of their body for the instructions as
to what they were to do with partic-
ular laws, and we have become cyn-
ically accustomed to the presumption
that the instructions they received
(Continued tk Page Three)
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$othe)i(i?peptie Established 1856. Incorporated 190The Little Store
Consumption Often Develops
3 From Pneumonia
"'w
Consumption readily attacks those whohave had Pneumonia. Alany sufferers
from tuberculosis give a history of havi-
ng: had pneumonia. The lungs thus
weakened are more easily attacked by
tn"! germs that cause consumption.For all those with "weak luns," espe-
cially those who have had pneumonia,Kckman's Alterative is the appropriate)
remedy. Cures of consumption aia ac
and those suffering from disease
of the stomach and Intestines.
A physician, surgeon and pharma-
ceutist of the highest standing in Eu-
rope, Saiz de Carlos, introduces to the
public the best and safest treatment for
the cure of diseases of the stomach and
intestines. This remedy he has named
NEW TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF
ANTRIM QUADRANGLE.
Cooperative Surveying by the United
States Geological Survey and
the States.
The United States Geological Sur-
vey has placed on sale the completed
topographic map of the area designat-
ed the Antrim quadrangle in Ohio.
The map is on the scale of 1:62,500.
which is approximately a mile to the
inch. The contour lines, which are
drawn at 20-fo- intervals, show with
exactness every valley, hill, and slope
complished by Eckman's Alterative. Brt
take it in tme. lucre is no wis'iom n
waiting until Tuberculosis Is establish
ed. Health is never fully valued until
sickness comes. A remarkable recoveryfollows: 4210 Powelton Ave., Phila., Pa.Gentlemen: "I wish I had known of jEckman's Alterative two years aro.
DENVER BREAD
"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT
Since takins it I have Rained twenty- - ' in the area surveyed. The man cov--
eiht pounds and I cannot but be very . t 0a t,rt
BROS. CO. I
- I t is 1 imi mm t
thanktul to you and the Almitthtv God " " " - "for the great blessing and change or the cost of the field work was greaterhealth it has brought me." tnnn that nf ntlv nvlniiR snrvev of
,(Slinied) THOMAS JKK1L.I.V. ' "Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis, the area. The topographic work was
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung done Dy Fred Graffj jT 0f the United
and write to the Kckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
which is a safe and absolutely harmless
digestive tonic, relieving pain, aiding
digestion, 4 stimulating appetite, and
toning the entire system.
It is gradual and benign in its effects,
restoring the digestive functions to their
normal power and health, with ability
to do their work unaided.
To the Medical Profession:
Physicians who have kindly reported to
Dr. Saiz de Carlos the results, in Europe, of
this remedy where prescri bed, Btatethatin
cases of chronic fulfills, futrsltls and dys-
pepsia (combined with fhlorals),
stsa, cbroolc (astralfla. ucnlt,
ulcer in theatoauck,
dyspepsia, hvpercbloridia, dilitatlonof
the stomach, and in
in children, etc.. by using no other medi-
cine than SlomalU.they have been gratified
at the curative results, diseases of thirty
years' standing yielding to the remedy.
For tale tv oil DrWQtslt.
E. rOUGERA & CO., Agents, V. S., New Yerfc,
tor Sale by all leading druggists ana
by Zook's Pharmacy It Santa Fe.
COIT ER
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Boy's Blouses
are better blouses than
home sewing can pro-
duceare made by ex-
pert workers under ideal
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
I Jiust-'Prv- of
for Warner'sAgents Cor- -
States Geological Survey, but the
cost was borne jointly by the federal
survey and the Ohio Topographic Sur-
vey, under the direction of Professor
C. E. Sherman. The Geological Sur-
vey sells the map at only the cost of
the paper and printing, 5 cents a copy
or $3 a hundred. The Antrim map
is the latest of the 125 topographic
sheets which have already been com-
pleted covering areas in Ohio. About
68 per cent of the state has thus far
been surveyed by the federal topo-
graphers and the maps have been en-
graved and printed by the survey.
There can hardly be a more striking
recognition of the excellence of the
national government's topographic
mapping than the fact that the sums
contributed by a number of the states
for cooperative surveys now amount
to $200,000 a year to be unreservedly
expended by the United States Geo-
logical Survey in conjunction with
the federal allotments.
The topographic maps, though de-
signed primarily to afford a necessary
sets, Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
carry all the newestWe
Bpect for pedestrians, and especially
little children,
I am your friend,
A. L. MORRISON, fartorv renditions. are styles.6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
NOTHING IS IN VAIN.
Nothing is in vain
Xot a flower blooms to die
'Neath' the shade or open sky;
But is found by some lone eye;
It will bloom again;
For the thoughts of God shall be
Lasting as eternity.
Not a sweet-voice- d bird
Lives and sings and flies away
But some heart is gladdened; nay,
Not the music of a day
Passes all unheard;
Still there is an ear that hears
All the music of the years.
Not a kindly deed
That a loving hand has wrought.
Not a soul-bor- n word, to naught
By the cankering years is brought;
Not a truthful creed
In forgetfulness long lies,
It must grow where falsehood dies.
J. F. Cason In Columbian.
Boys
from
J . . Something new in
Correct as tO Stvle and Blouses and Shirts I
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL fit-and-
-are guaranteed. 50c Siianteed to wear.
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
SCHOOL BOARD OFFERS
LOT FOR POSTOFFICE.
Uncle 8am Will Be Required to Pay
About $10,000 for the
Land. Phone No. 36 1P. O. Box 219LOUIS NAPOLEON
Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE 191 BLACK
As a result of the special meeting
of the Santa Fe school board held
yesterday, it was decided to offer tobase for the geologic map of the Unit'
ed States which the geologic survey j Uncle Sam a lot 124 feet, 7 Inches by
125 feet on the corner of Palace and
AROUND THE STATE J
Lincoln avenues for a site for a new
postofflce building. This was the
site selected for the proposed De Var-
gas hotel, which however, was not
built.
The school board made the offer up-
on request of Postmaster E. C. Burke
who is said to have been authorized
by the postal department of Washing
is making, are coming more and more
into favor and use with engineers and
many other classes of people. Show-
ing every physical feature of the
earth's surface hills, valleys, slopes,
streams, etc they form an ideal base
for all engineering and construction
work. Railroad companies and civil
and constructing engineers buy tens
of thousands of these maps every
year from the government. Of late
Suit for Divorce.
A suit for divorce was filed at Al
When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
buquerque by Belle Nelson against An-
ton Nelson on the grounds of abandon
ment. ton to get offers- on a site for the new
years the automobilist has also found j building which will be erected at no
them extremely useful, for in addition distant day. It is hoped by SantaPartition Suit.
Suit was filed at Albuquerque today to indicating the easiest natural Feans.gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
grades tnese maps snow tne roaas ana rjeieEate w H Andrews recentlyby E. A. Miera against Alfredo J.
trails, with the elevations or altitudes ,ntroduced a bill in congress authorlz-a- t
all points. In 1910 nearly 600,000 , th mlrcnase of a site for $10,000
Otero for partition of some lands in
the Merced de Canyon de Jemez grant.You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
of these topographic maps were dis-- j fpr a new federal buUding to costtributed by- the United States Geolog- - jjtqooo.ical Survey.Divorce for Drunkenness.Mrs. Carl Mueller has sued her
hsuband at Denver for divorce, charg $100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
to. the agent. '
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
The Antrim or any other of the topo-
graphic maps can be purchased of the I
director of the Geological Survey at
Washington, who will furnish without ;i
charge index circulars showing what i
ing him with practically every cause
that entitles her to divorce, including
drunkenness.Phone Black 6619Santa Fe, N. M.
maps are on sale.
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science
j has been able to cure t in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
I Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Woman Fined for Bootlegging.
Mrs. J. H. Curley, proprietress of a
hotel at Marble, Colorado, was fined The Forum$3,200 for selling liquor on her hotel
premises, being indicted on elevenWHOLESALE & RETAIL
counts.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
Auto Speeding. J iy acting directly upon the blood and
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24. j mucous surfaces of the system,
The remarks of Mayor j by destroying the foundation of theMr.Killed by the Heat.
Eight deaths besides five suicides disease, and giving the patient
ctiuaticrHi hv hnilHinp- nn th pnnstitll- -Seligman inwere caused by the intensive heat in
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
of automobiles in our city are highly j .. . . ,. . ,,.,New York yesterday. All of the large
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD. eastern centers reported heat prostra commendable. I have often said thai itg worlc Tn proprietors have so
this vicious habit will not be stopped much faith in its curative powerstions and a large number of deaths.
until some serious accident that will that they offer One Hundred DollarsALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
startle the entire people takes placeTEXAS WOMEN FAVOR
SATURDAY HALF HOLIDAY. If Its Hardware We Have it. Phone 14Phone 14.The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials. Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
then there will be a demand for more
strict regulation of these "devil-wagons-
as some witty person has calledEs- -
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
Desire to Give Clerks in Stores,
pecially, Opportunity to Attend
Household Duties.
them. The mayor's statement about
seeing an incident on my corner re stipation.
Phone Black minds me of another, which was rath-- j WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH 3oaler personal. One night I was coming j45 Wood
Lump
without giving the slightest warn--! w. II. rvCK.lv
i San Antonio, Texas, May 24. The
women of this city who have done bo
much to bring about reforms and bet-
ter conditions for the laboring people
are active just now in, an effort t6 have
ing, an automobile came along the AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY. - Screened RATONYANKEESCERRILLOSstreet that lies at the side ft my j Phone us, we will be glad to call forhouse I had just time to step back your laundry on Mondays and Tues-an-d
avoid it. Fortunately for me the days and deliver on Thursdays and
all the retail stores close at noon on
Saturdays. To further their purpose Steam Coal.Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.thing was going.up Palace avenue, if Fridays.in this matter, the daily papers con-
tain communications from many worn'Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
KZTUr8i.vS?pUof. CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85 Telephone 85
it had turned down it would certainly
have struck me; and perhaps killed
me. Hoping the owners of automo-
biles in the city will have a little re- -
en calling attention to the long hours
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed m
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
of those who clerk in stores and show
ing in a most logical way advantages
that would accrue by letting theLump, nut and
mine run coal '
Lumber and all kinds
of building material week's toil end at noon on Saturday. Inthese communications they call at PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cum
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or PrD
trading Piles In 6 to 14 days or money re-funded. 60e.
Ask Yourselvestention to the fact that many delivery
boys not more than 12 years old are
Kept. Dusy on Saturday nights very
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT,
Phone Red 100 Phone Red 100
frequently until after midnight, and
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAn CATC Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
rUli JALC and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
in some instances these lads have had
to complete their deliveries on Sun
day mornings. The women take the
position that the stores will not loseTH0VUS K DELGADO, Mgr.
any trade by Saturday noon closing Modern Residences for Rent.since those who have to make deliv-
eries can complete their work early
in the afternoon. In addition to this
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meal3 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.
those who are employed in the great
103
Palace Ave.R M. JONES.RIDE IN THE MOON stores will be given an opportunity tolook after some of the duties of life
Saturday afternoon and Sunday, under
this arrangement, will become a real
day of recreation. As it is today,
many shop girls are compelled to use
Sunday as a mending day and for the LIVERY STABLE
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. We have built up a
reputation for doing high-clas-s work
in a short time and at a very moderate Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hem.
attention to little details that can not
be taken up at any other time. Much
interest is being taken by the various
women's clubs of the city in this mat-
ter, and, since the women of San Ad
tonio have never scored a failure in
any reform undertaken, it is believed
they will succeed with this. Many
people of the city aside from the wom-
en are becoming interested and the
movement for the half holiday lor
those employed in the retail stores is
gaining popularity all the time.
Essfa Reel ff tsfCxi
Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday. ;
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. P. O. BROWN, AGENT
Phono Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
$1,500
charge. We are pleased to receive
family trade, and assure you before-
hand of complete satisfaction.
101 Washington Ave
Julius Muralter
'Phone 930 H.P.
We repair and 'care for all rnakes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
CHA5. CL0S50N aSANTA FE GARAGE Palace Ave. TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
CHAPSMARCH - WINDS
Zook's Pharmacy look's PharmacyChapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe resultof exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions maynot be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
,
Phone 213 Phone 213
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MONEY NEEDED IN POLITICS.
HANDHEAD
EVER HAVE IT?
Ever have a low-down- " pain in the
back?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
business interests and connections,
and again and again it has happened
that individual legislator who wished
to render conscientious and indepen-
dent public service found themselves
suddenly embarrassed when they re
members of congress, which received
no exposition at all, which were a
matter of private arrangement and
understanding between the representa-
tives of certain great business inter-
ests and the members of the ways
and means committee of the house
and the finance committee of the
senate. Tbe finance committee of tbe
senate In particular during many
(Continued From Page On.)
were received after the majority had
conferred with those who were back-
ing him and assisting him In the busi-
ness world. ,
It is not altogether just to Indulge
in indiscriminate blame for this state
of affairs; our legislatures being at
loose ends, nobody in particular being
responsible, it was natural not to say
inevitable, that some sort of control
should spring up. The machine, which
MOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival of
the north, bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any otiar
way. Good covered hack and food
teams.
Etk7 X3a.ln.er 4e. to 3Jc Pjls
w&fti Corafortabl.
FARE xr $5.00
Thompson, J. C. Troutman, E. S. Jones
ahd Cadets Knollin, Chisum and Owen.
The double quartet, which is com-
posed of Col. Barlow, Major Pearson,
Captain Jones and Cadets Shadbolt,
Deacon, Murray and Morton, com-
posed the choir, and their singing was
extra good.
The morning was beautiful and a
large and appreciative audience was
assembled when the cadet battalion
marched In, with the senior at their
head, the Beniors wearing their blue
uniform and the remainder of the ca-
dets in the regulation gray.
The audltorum was beautifully dec-
orated with flowers and evergreens.
The battalion executed battalion
parade and Butts manual at 5 o'clock.
Several hundred visitors surrounded
parade ground, automobiles being
lined the entire distance of the south
side. The cadets, as usual, put up a
splendid drill, the battalion going
through the movements without a sin-
gle error being charged against a sin-
gle individual. The Butts manual
drill, which is in charge of Major
Lohman was as near perfect as it is
possible for such a drill to be, the en-
tire cadet body swinging their guns
the strains of music rendered bj
band.
Monday was Alumni day and a busi-
ness meeting was held in the audito-
rium at 11 a. m. In the evening a
was the center of party organization. and in such subtle ways that even
was the natural instrument of control, j the man injured cannot always prove
and men who had business interests i that there is anything intentional or
to promate naturally resorted to the j deliberate in the injury done him; but
body which -- xercised the control, j the grip of the money market tightens
There need have been nothing sinister 011 him none the less and strangles
about this. If the whole matter had ' him if he exercises too great indc-bee- n
open and candid and honest, pub- - Pendente and do?s not lend himself
lie criticism would not have centered i to 'he purpose which the machine has
We Have Built Up
WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishlne the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber .
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very beat price
for Lumber of such high grade.
V.'e will be pleased" to figure on your
contracts.
Charles W. Dudrow
PIAN05
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman- n Co.
Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-French.
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
- It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a casb of it:
Hllarlo Baca, Delgado St, Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a halt
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me oft and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
long before every symptom of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me In giving Doan's Kidney Pills my
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no ether
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roawell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot-wel- l
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roa-
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
noblle by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
PIANOS
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every ' customer
more than half way iri making
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd sat-
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.
B. P. Williams
ERY
of horses & equipment formerly
continue to operate it as a FIRST
ready at ail times of day or night
of a rig you may want. I will j
LEARNARD-L1NDEMAN- N CO.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.
AND T
These Are Modern Substitu
tes for. Three R's in
Education
FINE BACCALAUREATE SERMON
Many Visitors Attracted to Mili
tary Institute Com-
mencement the
Roswell, X. M., May 24. The bacca-
laureate sermon was preached at 11
o'clock Sunday morning in the Insti
tute Auditorium by Rev. Austin D.
Crile, pastor of Wicker Park Lutheran
church, Chicago. He took as bis sub
ject, "Present Day Opportunities for
Usefulness." The address was con
sidered one of the strongest and best
ever listened to in Roswell. Mr. Crile to
did not make it a sermon, but devot tbe
ed his entire time to showing the
young men that this is the very best
age in the history of mankind and
Q
that the young man of today has great-
er opportunities than ever before. He
also pointed out the importance of
broad education and the necessity for
technical training. He compared the
educational system of Germany with
that of England and the United iStates
in providing greater advantages for
young men, after having completed
the secondary school work, by train-
ing them in manual training schools.
He gave a substitute for the "Three
WORK
R"s" which he designated . as the
Three H's" the head, the hand and
the heart and fully explained to the
young men of tbe graduating class the
importance of a well trained mind, a
skilled hand and a sympathetic true
heart. For three quarters of an hour,
he held the audience in rapt attention,
not one word he uttered beinc: lost bv
the large congregation." i
Music was furnished by the Insti
tute orchestra, composed of the fol-
lowing officers and cadets:
Captains Jack Fletcher, F. W.
4
!pd; ii
CADET O
reception was given to the alumni In
Lea hall. This reception was follow
ed by the Morton oratorical contest
Today was commencement day prop-
er at the New Mexico Military insti-
tute, and this was the program:
9:00 a. m. Guard mount.
9:30 p. m. "Winter Drills" Band
concert.
5:20 p. m. Graduating parade.
8:30 p. m. Graduating exercises-Addr- ess
to graduating class by W
University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Summer School, 1911.
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th. ,
Principal subjects offered: Gener-
al History, English Literature, Phy-
sics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics. .
Modern Languages,
Special Courses for High School In-
structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE: Five
fused to serve particular business In--
terests which were seeking legislative
favors. They have found that they
could not renew their notes at tne
bank. They have found credit denied
them and obstacles put In their way
in t,ie conduct of their business. The
w hole thing can be easily managed
without attracting nubile attention
consented to promote at the bidding
of the business meu with whom they
are allied.
I'nhappily money is necessary at
every turn of the political game. It
is necessary in connection with every
part of our electoral process because
our electoral processes have to oe
public, men have to be commended to
the electorate by methods of one sort
or another, like public speeches, lit-
erature printed and d i s t ri b u t e d
)
through the mails, by all the jneth-od- s
of publicity, which are necessarily
costly.
A man cannot get into office with
out the expenditure of a good deal of
money, even if he confines the ex-
penditure to perfectly legitimate ob-
jects. The sources of money are there-
fore the sources of political opportuni-
ty and of power, and those who sup-
ply the money can generally control
the nominations, that is to say, the
sslection of those who are to exercise
the powers of government and of
And opportunity dpes
not stop at election. The men elect
ed to office generally hope to have
some political future, and they find
that future in turn controlled at the
source; so that those who supply the
sinews of war" are too often able
to exercise a kind of command which
deprives representatives of tha people
of their own real independence. It re-
quires a great deal of courage and an
unusual amount of individual initia-
tive to serve in one of our legisla-
tures without being touched and re-
strained and coerced in some degree
by influences of this kind.
One of the best instances that could
be cited is the whole disappointing
business of our legislation with re
gard to import duties. The tariff has
been the most prolific source of the
corrupt interference of business with
politics that the experience of the
country has afforded. Almost every
kind of business is affected directly
or indirectly by the tariff laws and it
has in recent years become notorious
that the schedules of the tariff were
arranged by the ways and means com
mittee of the house of representatives
and the finance committee of the sen-
ate with a very tender regard for par
licular business interests.
Everybody will agree that if the
tariff policy js Indeed to be protec-ti- v
and to seek the objects which it
has always pretended to seek, it is
perfectly legitimate that it should
have to pay. a very careful regard to
'the business interests of the country
taken as a whole. But that is a very
different' matter from paying regard
to the individual Interests of particu-
lar ' undertakings and of particular
groups of men. The long and short
of the whole experience, as we now
see it, is that our whole tariff legis-
lation has degenerated from a policy
of protection Into a policy of patron-
age. The party which has stood most
consistently for the system
of protection has derived not a little
of its power from the support of the
great business interests of the coun-
try. I do not mean the moral support
merely. I mean that it has been sup-
plied with immense sums of money
for the conduct of its campaigns and
the maintenance of its organization
and that, whether consciously or un-
consciously, it has established a part-
nership with the manufacturing inter-
ests of the country which has de-
prived it of its liberty of action in all
matters touching the tariff. It Is
bound by obligations, tacit and ex-
plicit, to see that those Interests are
not damaged which have been its
most stalwart backers and supporters
.it has again and again happened,
therefore, to the scandal of the whole
country, that items and clauses have
been Inserted Into our tariff laws
which were not even explained to the
veara wa thu Rtrnnirhnlil or thpu
special interests. I am not intimat- - "
ing direct corruption of any kind. I
am speaking now only of that subtle
corruption of the will to which I have
already referred. The will dominant
in the finance committee of the sen-
ate has for many decades together
b..-e- subservient to the dictates and
to the interests of particular groups
of men. Their interests have been
served constantly and often in de-
fiance of the well known opinions and
purposes not only of the national ad
ministration but of the members cf
the houses as well who for a season
struggled in vain against the dictates
of the omnipotent leaders of the
senate.
Here displayed in its grossest form
was the intimate power of business
over politics.
The country has definitely made up
its mind that it will get at the root
of this matter and of all other mat-
ters like it, and that it will break up
this alliance. There was a time when"
it looked as if to accomplish this
would involve a very dangerous sort
of strife between the general mass
of voters in the country and those
who had exhibited splendid talents in
building up the business of America.
But, happily, that threat has disap-
peared. It is one of the happy circum-
stances of our time that the most in-
telligent and progressive of our busi-
ness men have seen the mistake as
well as the immorality of the whole-ba-
business. The alliance between
business and politics has been a bur-
den to them an advantage no doubt
upon occasion, but a very question-
able and burdensome advantage. It
has given them great power but it
has also subjected them to a sort of
slavery and a sort of subserviency to
leading politicians. They are anxious
to bj freed from the bondage as the
country is to be rid of the influences
and methods which it represents.
Leading business men are now be-
coming great, factors in tbe emancipa-
tion of the country from a system
which was leading from bad to worse.
There are those, of course, who are
wedded to the old ways and who will
stand out for them to the last, but
they will sink into a minority and be
overcome. They have found that
their old excuse that it was neces-- '
sary to defend themselves against
unfair legislation is no longer a good
excuse, that there is a better way of
defending themselves than through
the private use of money, and that is
to take the public into their confi-
dence, to make absolutely open all
their dealings with legislative bodies
and legislative officers, and let the
public judge as between them and
those with whom they are dealing in
the field of politics.
This discovery on their part of what
ought to have been obvious all along
points out the way of reform, for un-
doubtedly publicity comes very near
being the cure-ai- l for political and
economie maladies of this sort. But
publicity will continue to be very dif-
ficult so long as our methods of legis-
lation are so obscure and devious and
private. I think it will become more
find more obvious that the wav to
purity our politics is to simplify them,
and that the way to simplify them is
to establish leadership,
responsible leadership. We now have
no leadership at all inside our legis-
lative bodies at any rate,. no leader-
ship which is definite enough to at-
tract the attention and watchfulness
of the country. Our only leadership
being that of irresponsible persons
oi tside the legislatures, who consti-
tute the political machines, it is ex-
tremely difficult . for even the most
watchful public opinion to keep track
of the circulation methods pursued.
This undoubtedly lies at the root of
the growing demand on the part of
American communities everywhere
for leadership, for responsible leader-
ship, for putting in authority, and
keeping in authority those whom they
know and whom they can watch and
whom they can constantly hold to ac-
count. The business of the country
ought to be served by thoughtful and
progressive legislation, but it ought
to Le served openly, candidly, advan-
tageously, with a careful regard to
letting everybody be heard and every
interest be considered, the interest
which is not backed by money as well
ps the Interest which is, and this can
be accomplished only by some sim
plification of our methods which 4will
center the public trust in small groups
t men who will lead not by reason of
legal authority or the rlgha to com-manf- l,
but by reason of their contact
v th and amenability to public opin-
ion.
It is a refreshing and reassuring
thing to remind ourselves at every
turn of how safe it is to depend upon
public opinion in America when public
cp'nion is well informed. There is no
e olution in the air except as against
in'quity and secret conferences
against the public- - interest. The
American mind is well poised and
wholesome and inclined to justice,
Knd the task that lies ahead of us
is at every turn the task of putting
that opinion into the saddle again so
that affairs may go forward by a com-- n
ci impulse that great impulse for
the attainment of better and better
things which we are proud to regard
as characteristic of the country .
In the Wak vf the Measles. '
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmec
Little Rock, Ark., had the measlea.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured,
him and he has never been bothered
since. Croup, whooping cough, meas-
les cough, all yield to Foley'! Honey
and Tar Compound. The i genuine
is in the yellow packages always. Re-
fuse substitutes. For sale by all
'drucaists. ,
fi Dollars. (Exclusive of Laboratory
Jr. Fees.)
' Circular of Information on applica- -
fij tion to the Registrar of the Univer--
Ti sity.
upon it. But the use of money always
results in demoralization and goes
beyond demoralization to actual co-
rruptionthe crude and obvious sort,
which consists in direct bribery, and
the much subtler, more dangerous
sort, which consists In a corruption
of the will. Business men who have
tried to set up a control in politics
through the machine have more and i
more deceived themselves, have al-
lowed themselves to think that the
1 W
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whole matter was a necessary means
of have said that it was
a necessary outcome of our political
system. Having reassured themselves
in this way, they have drifted from
one thing to another until the quea
tions of morals involved have become
hopelessly obscured and submerged.
The methods used are well enough
known. Money has not only been sup-
plied to those men In public life who
would be serviceable to big business
1 1
Interests by way of promoting the
legislation they desired and prevent
ing the legislation they feared, but it
has also been denied to those who
would not be serviceable. It is this
latter use of the money power which
has attracted very little attention, but
which is after all the most insidious
and contemptible part of the whole
ugly system. Most of our legislators
are men engaged in one kind of busi
ness or another, or engaged In one
sort of employment or another. They
therefore have their own Individual
INSTITUTE.
IRA MORGAN
Successor to
if. LIV
I have purchased the entire stock
owned by B. P. Williams and will
CLASS LIVERY where we will be
'k to furnish you with any kind
IN PHYSICAL LABORATORY.endavorto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
our patronage. : : :: ::
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST. , ;
Phone 139 Red Santa Fe, N.M
Ona Morton of Los Angeles, California
Valedictory address by Cadet Ray A,
Murray Music by institute orchestra
Estancta Hasa Baseball Team Es- -
tancia has organized a baseball team
and there will be intense rivalry with
the Will'ard team. An effort will be
made to have both of them come up
to Santa Fe on July 4 to fight it out.
Do Not Fail to attend the Senior
play tomorrow night in high school
assembly hall.
New Mexico Military
Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De-
partment as , "Distinguished Institu-
tion." Army officers detailed by Wa,r
Department.
Through Academic course, prepar-
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest Iocs tion of any ' Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden apot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tbe
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges. Ten: buildings, throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In alV respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY. '
For particulars and illustrated ca-
talogues address: '
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N.
't . " 1 Superintendent
''
(J r wrwm4 ; Bill M.Wta
LI.
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1SANTA JE NEW MEXICAN
APALBN, Pro&tlt,
LET US IN NOW.
The unanimity with which the state
hood resolution was passed in Ihe
house late yesterday afternoon, makes
the outlook for a solution being sound
for the problems it presents, rather
HARRY D. M0ULT0N THEODORE N. ESPETHE NEW 1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President. and Superintendent.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r. THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY
Santa Fe, New Mexicoat the Santa Fe Postoffice.Entered as Second Clas Matter
RATES' OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier 25
Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Oally, per year, by mail 7.00
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
Sixty per cent of valuables lost are stolen by burglars, sneak
thieves and servants. HAVE YOU BURGLARY-THEF- T IN- - ,
SURANCE, Issued by Fidelity and Deposit Company of Mary--
land. ' ' .?
The New Mexican is the oldest, newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
L. A. HuofTES, Vta fwldeat, F. McKANE, A$sistrat CasWef.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Capital Stock - - - $150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profit - 80.000
r
. .
Transacts a feral feankiaff bn'slaess In aH its branches.
Loans money aa the moat favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral eecartty. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domes-
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transit! iting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments f livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage el the public la
respectfully solicited.
1MEW MEXICO LAWS AND ENGLISH
The Compiled Laws of New Mexico;
will never be adopted as a text book
ot" the Englisn language, even yi .e
Mexico. Nor will the Session Laws
. ,
of classic expression. There is more
than one section in the statute books
so obscure as to make it seem as if
the intent had been to hide the mean-
ing rather than reveal it. Other sec-
tions have been made a laughing
stock by those who read them. It is
rather a disgrace that New Mexico has
lci miiicu oumc ui i i".
sections to stand and that certain;
law makers, some of whom are now
reaching out for senatorial, togas, pre
vented the adoption of the .careful re-
expense to the territory of $20,000 or
. ..
more. But be tnat as it may, otner
states too, have had legislators who
had not even a bowing acquaintance
with grammar or legal phraseology,
and whose product as placed on the
The Palace Hotel
Williajn Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in the West
statute books is wonderfully and fear- - sense which can follow an important
fully constructed. Kansas, for in-- ! decision, the chattering coming from
stance, is at present rent over a! what are sometimes supposed to be
controversy with the public printer, j seats of wisdom. Because the chief
who has printed the acts of the last justice, in the course of an opinion
legislature, just as they were sent to which illuminated a complicated sub-lii-
assembly, and in conse-jjec- t from every point of view,
tfca Kansas City Star com-- ; pressed the opinion that a 'rule of
ments: reason' must govern courts in their
'
Is a comma constitutional? Can a application of law to an evil, there is
ROOMS IS SUITE
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
124126
Montezuma Ave Capital
semi-colo- n nullify a lecislative enab-- ,
ling act?
These are questions that will dis-
turb the mind of the Kansas supreme
- court hereafter, whenever it is called
unnn tn irtprnrpt thp spssinn la,ws nf
no TiZm"1 lace and atthe legislature of 1911. For the state ?ave theJe,
printer has published the laws in the,11 has usurPf a power of legislation
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK
HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR ATTRACTIVE DINING -
EUROPEAN PLAN ROOM-Go- od Service.
COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M
J. B. read. Cashier,
WITH PRIVATE BATH
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Two Blocks From DepetHotel One Block West of Capitol
RATES 50e t
$1,00 per da; '
Telephone fted 35
your enters delivered.
BOTTUNG V0IJLS
- Proprietor.
The World
Orders , . . ,
HACK SERVICE
Buggln and saddle hersee.
THEODORE C0RIICK, Prop.
Black 132-- .
.
'
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13, there will be an: excursion from
"Dixie" land on the following-day.-'ar-rivin-
at 11 a. m. and leaving at 3:45
p. m.,and like the excursion from
Boston spending only one hour at Al-
buquerque but five hours at Santa Fe.
In the Dixie excursion, like in the Bos-
ton special, there will be more than a
hundred passengers. The train car-
ries its own dinner. Santa Fe should
prepare to show' these visitors the cus-
tomary courtesies.
HUNDRED MILLION
DOLLARS AT BANQUET.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., May 24. More
than one hundred million dollars in
wealth are represented at a banquet
at a local hotel tonight to be given
by fifteen residents of Mexico in hon-
or of A. Lazano, the retiring Mexican
consul in this city. Senor Lazano has
been transferred to Laredo, Texas,
and. is succeeded by A. M. Elias ol
Tucson.
Fraternal Socjeties
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-
cation first. Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,
Master
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at . Masonic Hall a'
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commander!
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
n. m."'i' v ,..m.i i
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W; E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge ot
Perfection . No. 1, 14th
degree.. Ancient- and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
ataiiy jnVited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS as
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are invited and
welcome.
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler,
Secretary.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
v President
C. J. NEIS, "'
Secretary. " j' ..
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Meets Second
and Fourth Thurs
days, Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer. r .
Santa Ee'Cam p
13514, N. W. A.
meets second Tues-- "
day each month, so--
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. , Visting nelgh- -
bors welcome. . ." "t
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk. 9. t
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly.
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for
many years. "I wae pereuaded to
try Foley's Kidney Remedy, and be
fore taking it three days i could feel
its beneficial effects. rhe pain left
my back, my kidney action cleared
up and I am so much better I do not
hesitate to recommend Foley Kidney
Remedy." For sale by all druggist,
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mex'can Want A4. , ,
MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly" and neatly furnished,- -
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
, FINE SAMPLE ROOM. .
CHEERFUL DINING THOS. DORAN RATES $2.50 TO
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
, Proprietor. $3.00 A DAY
favorable. It is believed that the next
few days will really decide the ques-t'o- n
whether New Mexico and Arizona
are to be admitted together this year,
or whether the statehood matter sha'l
lie over until next summer, and
then New Mexico be admitted with
out Arizona. It is a question for
statesmanship and politics, and it is
to be hoped that the former and not
tlie latter will prevail. The president
ami the Republican leaders when
they pass upon the question the next
few days, it is believed, will take the
wider view and not merely look at
immediate partisan advantage to be
.gained by admitting New Mexico
alone next year. Both territories
should come in, and come in now. In
the long run, the Republican party
will gain only benefit and credit by
this simple act of justice. History has
taught our statesmen again and again.
that expediency measures soon re
venge themselves on the party that
sought to' benefit by them, while fair-
ness and the square deal repaid them-
selves within short time. The Re-
publicans at Washington are states
men, not peanut politicians patching
up political fences with partisan make
shifts. Statehood was promised both
territories and that without delay,
both commonwealths have sought to
comply with the demands of the en-
abling acts, both are entitled to ad-
mission now and the cleverest and
soundest statesmanship will put no
further obstacles in the way. Many
other things about the Taft adminis-
tration may be forgotten, but 'the
fact that 1'ew, Mexico and Arizona,
the last of the,, continental territories
'Were admitted under it, will always
find an important place in history and
from it will date a new epoch in Unit-
ed States history.
PUT UP SIGN POSTS.
The Compiled Laws make It man
datory for boards of county commis-
sioners to erect sign posts on public
highways. It is an improvement that
does not cost much, and yet will be
of much service not only to tourists
but also to automobile owners at
home. There is many a cross road
that puzzles the average traveler.
Every one knows that the cliff dwell
ings are directly west of Santa Fe,
but the man who starts out to reach
them will lose himself half a dozen
times between Santa Fe and Buckman
unless he has a guide. Sign posts will
obviate all this. Similarly, a trip to
the upper Pecos, although every one
knows, it lies directly east of Santa
Fe, will mean much loss of time to
the novice, who is fortunate indeed if
he does not lose himself. Similarly to
Lamy, to Galisteo, to Santa Cruz, to
Cerrillos, only the veteran- traveler,
who has traveled the roads many
times, is sure of b' way. Even more
necessary than marking the streets
in the city, is the erection of guide
posts on the principal highways, es-
pecially now, since automobiles, have
made the manifoid attractions of the
immediate surroundings of Santa Fe
so much more accessible. The forest
service, has put up such signposts giv-
ing direction, distance and name of
nearest point, and the board of coun-
ty commissioners should no longer
delay in doing the same service for
the 18,000 people of Santa Fe county
and their visitors and guests.
A GREAT ASSET.
Incredible as it may seem, but it is
a fact, nevertheless, that yesterday a
tourist asking an old timer in Santa
Fe: "Is that the famous Old Palace?"
pointing to the Archaeological school,
received as reply, "Sure, I don't
know!"
This brings up the subject of mark-
ing the historic places of Santa Fe.
The Garita has been well advertised,but not one out of ten people in Santa
Fe could point it out. Not one in a
hundred knows in which part of theOld PalEcs the Ben Hur room is lo-
cated. 'I Uese markers would not need
to be expensive but they should be
placed and should be put up before
tne great rush- of tourists to the Pa-
cmc coast this summer. It will make
Santa Fe doubly attractive to them.
Nearly every New England town, and
such historic places like Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, have bronze or iron
tablets on- the outside of every historic
building, while battlefields like that
of Gettysburg, are dotted with scores
of monuments showing the exact posi-tion of regiments and episodes of that
great fight. Santa Fe, thus marked,
would at once impress the visitor as
a place of unusual historic interest
and would in turn attract other Vis-
itors. It is a matter that lies peculiar-
ly within the province of the New
Mexico Historical Society with which
citizens should for the his-
toric points are one of Santa Fe's
chief assets.
The first bulletin on crop statistics
to be made public by the census
bureau, appeared , today and gives
some idea of the Immense wealth pro-
duced in an agricultural state. It
shows that the cereals alone, produced
in Wisconsin, exceeded by one-thir- d
the total assessed ' valuation of the
teritory of New Mexico. The value of
hay and forage crops in Wisconsin in
one year exceeds forty million dol-
lars, of oats $28,000,000, of corn
of potatoes $8,000,000, of to-
bacco $4,000,000, of barley $12,000,000
and of rye $3,000,000. These figures
are simply astounding, when compar-
ed with the value of production in
other industries. For instance, the
value of the product of all the coal,
gold, silver, copper and other mines
in New Mexico last year did not equal
the value of the potatoes raised in
the state of Wisconsin in one year,
and the value of all the manufactured
products in New Mexico last year was
only one-hal- f of the barley crop. in
that state.
The eight-hou- r law for women went
into effect yesterday in California and
some employers of female labor are re--1
ported aa doing their best to mtfke the
neily, six months, by mall $8.50
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, per year 2.00
Weefe'y, per quarter 50
SANTA FE COUNTY;
REASONABLE CONSTRUCTION.
In the construction of statutes, the
courtg ,n thJ United gtaets an(J Great
Britain foltow well-define- d principles,
the courts business to read into a
statute anything not intended or
placed there by the legislature. In
other words, it is none of. the court's
business whether a statute is unjust,
or oppressive, as long as it deprives
no one of constitutional rights. Cer-
tain statutes are closely construed
and another class allows of more lib- -
fjfi internwtatinn In general, theof the legislature, if such can
be ascertained, prevails over conflict- -
ing verbal phraseology, and of two
constructions the more reasonable is
Democrat, on the recent sunreme; 'court decision in the Standard Oil
case is therefore of special interest
at this time.
"It is remarkable the chatter of non- -
an outburst to the effect that the sil
preme court of the United States has
read law into the federal statutes
which congress had not put there;
that it has interpolated words and
meanings into the Sherman law which
nowhere conferred upon it.
W hat the chief justice said was
that the rule of interpretation of the
law by the court should be the appli-
cation of the 'rule of reason' to the
particular case. This does not im
press us as being new. We are sure
that courts have heretofore laid down
this safe rule of conduct in the mass
of obiter dicta with which courts of
equity have often illustrated and il
luminated their work. If courts of
equity may not apply a 'rule of rea
son' to bare statutes in making their
interpretations of , laws, then we are
getting away from the safe conditions
under which 'the spirit maketh alive,'
to more threatening ones under
which 'the letter killeth." The Sher
man law has been made of value
through its interpretation by our
courts more according to its spirit
than its letter... The last Cleveland
administration failed utterly in giving
it force and effect, because standing
wholly upon its letter. When the 'rule
of reason' is applied to it, this once
despised and maligned statute is
found to be effective for great work
in suppression of combinations in re-
straint of trade.
"The case of the Standard Oil Cor
poration is one directly in point. By
applying a rule of reason to the Sher
man law and other statutes bearing on
the case, the supreme court has been
able to render a judgment which
might have been, impossible without
the application of such a rule. In
other words, courts of highest juris
diction must include a consideration
of public policy in their purview of
any case Involving interpretation and
application of' vital laws. Without
the use of such a rule, the victory of
the government over the trust might
not have been possible."
AUTO SPEEDING.
The owners of automobiles must
get it out of their head that the city
administration has it in for them and
Is seeking to harass them. ' The ordi-
nances as to speed limits within the
city, the examination of chauffeurs
and other regulations are as much for
the benefit of automobile' owners as
they are for the general public. The
owner of an automobile is at law lia-
ble for whatever damage is inflicted
by himself or the chauffeur in his em-
ploy. At Albuquerque, for instance,
U. S. Marshal Foraker is being sued
for $15,000 damages on account of
injury inflicted by his automobile. It
is nothing but pure luck that several
Santa Fe automobile owners are not
defending similar suits at this, time
Of course, no man, even if he owns
an automobile, wants to kill a child
or run over a grown-u- p person, but
to see the automobiles speeding
the narrow streets of Santa Fe, flying
past and around corners, it is certain
that some chauffeurs have but very
.remote idea as to their responsibility.
Quite often, these chauffeurs endan-
ger their own lives and those of pass-
engers not to speak of others who
are using the street, and the New
Mexican will not be surprised to be
called upon to record at almost any
time some terrible accident that will
cost the lives of people and bankrupt
the automobile owner responsible for
it. How much better to observe the
city ordinances to the dot and thus
gain the favor of the public and avoid
condemnation and prosecution.
The automobile will help in the de
velopment of Santa Fe county. It is
already helping businessmen to learn
more about the immediate surround-
ings of Santa Pe, their beauty, their
attractions and advantages which to
many of them were a sealed book ev-
en though they knew of things less
important and much farther away.
u
law ridiculous in the eyes of the pub-
lic. They will and ought not to suc-
ceed in their endeavors, for if any
one needs the protection of the eight-hou- r
law it is the female laborers.
With the aid of labor-savin- g machin-
ery, each individual should be able
to produce sufficient to assure him a
good living by working eight hours a
day, excluding always, of course, edi-
tors, doctors and housewives.
"Men's lives are written in their
faces," declared a Denver preacher
test Sunday. The New Mexican never
imagined that some of its friends are
as great rogues as the, beauty of their
features would, indicate.
STOCK MARKET WAS
UNSETTLED THIS FORENOON.
Quieted Down Later and Prices Re
covered' Partially Wheat on
Upward Grade.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York. Mav re
ports of an approaching reduction in
prices of steel and iron products were
directly responsible for further
of the stock market this
morning. United States Steel lost a
full point in the first hour on sales
that aggregated nearly one-thir- d of
the total transactions. The move
ment was assisted by extensive short
selling. Almost the only notable ex
ception to the downward trend was
Great; Northern preferred.
During the second hour the market
was quieter and steady at a fraction
above the lowest figures! Bonds were
irregular.
Wheat Goes Up.
Chicago, 111., May 24. Dry weather
in Russia and expected lighter ship-
ments from the Argentine put wheat
today on the up grade. In addition,
the Liverpool reports were of a good
demand. Besides advices showed
that a large acreage in Nebraska had
been ploughed up for corn planting
because of the damage to winter
wheat by heavy winds. Assertions
were current, too, that the Texas crop
would not be more than one-thir- d to
one-ha- lf of last years crop. July start
ed at 88 8 to 88 8 and advance of
1--8 to 8 and held, around the upper
level.
In the meantime May gained 1--8
cent.
Later the market fell off with wheat.
The close was easy ,at a net gain of
8 for July. 4 ,
Corn was sharply higher. The bull
factors were the big consumption on
farms and the heavy shipments from
leading centers. July opened 1--4 to
8 up at 52 8 to 52 8 4 and rose
' '
to 53.
Profit taking later occasioned a de
cided set back. The close was. easy ,
. . i i o
An active demand lifted oats. Jury
started at 34 i-- s to h, au auvaucc
of 8 to 4 ana ciimoea to si in.
Notwithstanding the big run of hogs
nAvidnna TOoro ti ennri renupst. FirstIHUtWWUB " C 1 I
transactions were unchanged to 5 J
cents higher with July 14.61-- 2 for
pork; 8.17 2 for lard and .85 for ribs, j
Liverpool, May 24. Closing Cot-
ton, spot quiet. Prices .unchanged.
American middling fair, 890; good
middling, 858; middling, 936; low mid-
dling, 81C; good ordinary, 790; ordin-
ary, 765; sales, 6,000 bales.
New York, May 24. Cotton, spot
quiet, 10 points lower. Mid uplands
16.00; Mid Gulf 16.25. Sales 100 bales.
Close Was Weak.
New York, N. Y., May 24. General
selling late in the day followed a per-
iod of comparative dullness and low-
est prices of the day were established.
The close was weak.
DR. J. M. DIAZ ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF CLUB.
Santa Fe Motorists Finally Get To-
gether and Organize and Discuss
Speed Mania.'
The Santa Fe Automobile Associa-
tion was formally organized in the of-
fice of Dr. J. M.' Diaz last night with
the following officers: .
President, Dr. J. M. Diaz; vice pres-
ident, Henry Bardshar; treasurer,
Clinton J, Crandall; secretary, Harry
D. Moulton. All of the officers and
Frank Owen compose the board of
governors.
Messrs. Diaz, Bardshar and Owen
were appointed a committee of three
on roads and they will see that the
roads are kept in good repair or com-
plaint will be made to the proper au-
thority.
Dr. Diaz notified the club that he
had received a letter from the Den-
ver Motor Field, an automobile publi-
cation, stating that a party of Den-
ver motorists will soon make a run
to Santa Fe. This city's motorists
will of course meet the Denverites sev-
eral miles before they reach here.
The matter of speeding, on which
Mayor Seligman gave some ot his
views in the New Mexican recently,
was discussed by the club and it was
the unanimous opinion of those at
the meeting that the ordinances must
be kept and this speeding In the city
"
must cease. ,
TWO BIG SUNDAY 8CH00L
EXCURSIONS BOOKED.
H. S. Lutz, city agent of the Santa
Fe system, today received notice, that
in addition to theftlg Sunday School
excursion from!.,poKonli wnica win
ftptnd Pre houra to Santa Fe on June
C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST SS0RT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI.D BATHS. ELECTRIC LIGHTS
Every Room
a Good One. 6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
SOFT DRINKS
statute book without editing the copy
of the contributors to that publica- -
tion. He has not only printed the!
book without changing "the dotting of ,
an T or the crossing of a 't,' " but
he has preserved in all their plenti-tud- e
the commas, colons, semi-colon- s
and other punctuation marks written
in the original bills and enacted into
the laws.
It will not be surprising, therefore,
if the new order has the effect of rev-
olutionizing the style of opinions hand-
ed down by the supreme court of
that state in the future.
"The lower court is in error," the
decisions may read, "in finding that
the comma in lice 22 of paragraph 36,
page 354, S. L. of K., 1911, is antago-
nistic to the letter and the spirit of the
fifteenth amendment. .A long and un-
broken Tine of decisions by this court
ver has maintained that the comma
as here made a part of the Kansas
statutes, is both legal and constitu-
tional, and not in conflict with any
provision or punctuation of any law
heretofore enacted by the legislature
and upheld by the court. The order
of the court below is therefore re-
versed and remanded."
Or this may become a part of the
Kansas reports: "The question here
,
raised by the defendant is of grave
importance, involving the right of the
legislature to become the sole judge
of its own rule of punctuation. Coun-
sel for the state argues that by vir-
tue of a constitutional majority oi
both houses of the legislature having
voted for the enactment of a semi
colon, instead of a colon, the intent
of the law-maki- power of the state
was to legalize this flagrant misuse
of the semi-colo- n and by such enact--.
ment, repeal all acts or parts of acts,
rules or customs in literature, in con-
flict herewith. The court cannot sus-
tain the contention of eminent coun-
sel for the state. The court holds
that to deprive the defendant of his
liberty by a wrongful use of the semi-
colon is in violation of the rights guar-
anteed to every citizen under the con-
stitution."
And it may come to pass that can-
didates for the supreme court will be
compelled to add to the list of their
qualifications a certified copy of the
grade card from their own home high
school showing their standing in Eng
lish composition. Kansas will take no
chances against an unconstitutional
use of the comma or the semi-colo- n
however recklessly it is given to the
handling of the exclamation point.
The board of education of Farming- -
ton, San Juan county, a municipality
of less than a thousand people, has
decided that in the future that no one
who has not a first grade teachers'
certificate shall teach in its public
schools. This is proper and a duty
which the board of education of every
incorporated municipality owes to the
tax payers, parents and children. In
the capital city, certainly, none but
first grade certificate teachers, should
be employed and if any others are en
gaged, it is clearly a case of emerg-
ency or favoritism, for which help-
less children must suffer.
Four cases of typhoid are reported
from Tucson, Arizona, and in Lincoln
county, last week, a death from ty-
phoid was recorded. This is very
early in the season for the dread dis-
ease and Santa Fe while it has an
absolutely uncontaminated water sup-
ply must watch other sources of in-
fection, such as manure heaps breed-
ing flies, unsanitary outhouses, the
pollution, of 'wells with sewerage ' or
toll infiltrated with 'sewerage. Until
Santa Fe hat a modern sewer system
it must be doubly careful about back
yards, stables, outhouse and wells!
(UNSa AiE, WILD CI1ER2Y, LEMON SODA, UtOft I2EW
SOftTBEEiKLONDIlLE FIZZ, COCO CflU, :: x :
.
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Ail flriik Bttdefroa SkUA FE
Jitteitd tater .
Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of
SflVP MOflPV UM ,nconven,ence by Purchaalof Wellsi v VJ Farj:o Domestic Money Orders, Traveler
Checks and Foreign Money
tSSSSi U. S, Canada, Mexico "t?.S?p
'
. REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH . -
J. D. BARNES, Afisnt.
FIRST CLASS
For hire at popular price
COMMITS HACK LINE
' - Phone
-
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No More Headache
PERSONAL MENTION
millinery Put Up a Good FrontUNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO:
CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking Business
ill
Your Patronage Solicited
retsolvfdThat You 5houlp furnish
hrbuR BoDY And hAKBir
FIT TO LIVE IN -- YOU OWE
this To Your self And To
Your FRIENDS-Yo- u KncW
ULL WELL THE VALUE OF
lA GOOD FRONT
(JET ONE Buster.
wyjm, ' C B. lAUGHLIN, President' H. F. STEPHENS, Ctshier.MW.tmiftMitit. Cashier ' s T
LU WWW
E. R. Paul is at Albuquerque on
businoss -
S. M. Singleton, of Chicago, is here
with a party of officials of the Indian
service.
'Dr. Philip Newton of Washington,
D. C, and who has been at Espanola,
is at the Palace.
to Congress H. B. n
has returned to Albuquerque
fro:a Washington, D. C.
L. G. Shanldin, the well known
hardware salesman from St. Louis, is
at the Montezuma hotel. ,
Sheriff Julius Sleyer of Torrance
county paid ar flying visit to Santa Fe
today. With him was Mounted Po- -
Hceman J. W. Collier of Estancia.
Dr. W. E. Garrison of Mesilli Park,
formerly of Santa Fe, yestsrdav 'del-
ivered the commencement address to
the high school at Clayton, t'uioa
county.
J. H. Darth, chief of the education
division of the Indian service is here
from Washington. He is inspecting
Indian schools throughout the west
and is on his way to the coast.
John Charles, supervisor of con-
struction work, in the Indian service,
is here from Denver. He has been
at l3leta looking over the building of
a bridge across the Rio Grande.
George Marsh of Santa Fe, a gov-
ernment surveyor, was here a short
time today, on his way home from a
trip7 to the northeastern part of Xew
I INSURANCE
Boiler)
Real Estate
(City Property-Ranch- es etcRenting)
Surety Bonds
..... O. C. WATSON & CO.
.
I
Offices 119 San Francisco Stf v( i Santa Fe, New Mexico
Dress and soft Negligee shirts, the proper capers, at
50c to $2.00
Corliss-Coo- n soft and linen collars; ties correct in shape
and color. B. V. D., Porosknit and other underwear at
right prices. Hosiery so tasty that you will roll your
trousers up. All this goes to help put on that "GOOD
FRONT"
j ye
The Leaders in Price Making. See our special counter for week end sales
Mexico. Las Vegas Optic. J and stripes as the flag of our country.
John Becker, Sr., is sight seeing by It is proper that the anniversary of
auto in Italy, taking in many of the; that great event should be officially
smaller and beautiful villages- - of that' called to the attention of all the Amer-countr- y
and Switzerland during his lean citizens. .
present trip abroad. He will return i On the 14th day of June, A. D., 1777,
in July. Belen Tribune. j by act of the continental congress, the
W. P. Metcalf, of Albuquerque, a flag of our then embryo nation was
real estate, . dealer, owner of a farm adopted and the stars and stripes were
at Tesuque and Socialist candidate j, first flung to the breeze,for congress against W. H. Andrews, ; since then it has been the symbol of
Republican nominee, is at the Monte- - sovereignty which all true American!
zuma. He is here with his wife and i iove and revre. So far our great d
and will probably go to Tesu- - tion nag nevr allowed its flag to be
que to spend several weeks. I dishonored, nor will we permit it inW. E. Johnson, chief special officer, the future g0 ong aa we remain ain the Mian service, and widely ; nation of free men.
PROTECT YOUR EYES!
.At this season of the year the glare is unusually severe on the eyes,
as is the dust Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes is not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service not-
withstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very de-
sirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too. . ISEiluO.
AKERS -- WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
known as "Pussyfoot" Johnson, who
has done more than any other man
living to stamp out the liquor traffic I
among the red men was at the Pal-
ace hotel this morning. He u on hU
way to Taos on business. ,
Anthony J. Luna, Luna Bergere,
Miguel Otero and Joseph Creamer
who have been attending the Mili- -
tary Institute at Roswell will return
Friday noon on number 10 The boys
have been gone for about nine months ;
and they will be heartily welcomed
by their many1 friends in Santa Fe.
Miss Pauline Kinsell, daughter
George Kinsell of this city, and who!
S A NEW BREAKFAST FOOD
,
A Crisp Wholesome Food
READYTO-EA-
Kookt-Ot-e is a crisp, flaky food to he poured out of the box into the &
ft dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
Kookt-Ot-e is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
delightful. ft
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourish--
ment and Kookt-Ot- e represents the best form of oats that has ever
After a Xascaret'
Quickly removes the cause that pro- -
duces the headache Cleanses the
Stomach, Liver and Bowels,
and you feel good at
once.
A cure for the blurs for Sick head-
ache for biliousness for sick stom-
ach Cascarets. For the cause of
most of these troubles lies in the
bowels. A Cascarot tonight means a
cheery day tomorrow. Many bright
days for ten cents. Are they worth
it? , .
Don't think of CascaretaasA physic.
They are candy tablets, as good as
,.
-
. . f :
same as the effect of some foods.
They stimulate the bowels to natural
action. Those w ho have learned what
is best carry a box in the pocket. They
take one as soon as they need it.
Don't have a bowel wash day. Don't
take physics in large doses and rare-
ly. You wash your face at the first
sign of uncleanlincss. Why not be
as clean with jour bowels? You
know by when your
bowels need help. One Casearet. right
then puts a stop to them. Get a 10
cents box now.
.
NEW MEXICO SOIL IS GOOD
Continued" from Page One.
xirtw TiiirnprnniT' t wittiavt t
MILLa governor of the Territory of
New Mexj n honor Qf mth ftn.
nivrsa of tne ad )tion of our n
h b fl , .
JUNE Mth A D
tn ho
FLAG DAY.
and do hereby wqUSt tnat on gai(J day
the t and Btr, be ralsed QQ M
pubic building Bchoo, no and
nn Q monv n,,at aB.WW kUUUJ 1" UU1UVD nu UUOl
ness places as possible, in the terri-
tory of New Mexico, and that thev be
f;keDt flvine from sunrise tn uniut nf
tnat day. And i also reauest that the
x: tti tt iu iiw uuuci n guvviuuicui UL,
by and for the peop.e. ,
Done at the Executive Office this the
23rd Day of May, A. D., 1911. WIT-
NESS MY HAND AND THE
GREAT SEAL ,OF THE TERRI-
TORY OF NEW MEXICO.
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
By the Governor: i -
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New.Mexico.
warden, Santa e, N. M.
My dear Mr. Gable:
' In furtherance to your letter to me
of the 29th ultimo in regard to the Elk
for New Mexico, will state that I
took the matter up with the secretary
of agriculture and am herewith en
closing you the reply of the Acting
Secretary Mr. Moore, which will ex- -
plain itself.
Any time I can serve you, call on
me. ,
Yours very truly,
W, H; ANDREWS,
Delegate in Congress.
Department of Agriculture, office of
the secretary, Washington, D .C.
May 5, 1911.1-Hon- .
W. H. Andrews,
House of Representatives. I
Dear Sir: , ' '
In reply to your letter of May 4 en-
closing a request from Hon. Thomas
P. Gable, game and fish warden of
New Mexico, for elk lor restocking
certain sections of the territory, I beg
to say that the elk which have suffer-
ed from starvation this winter, and
for which congress has made an ap-
propriation, are not in the Yellow-
stone Park at present but in the Jack-
son Hole Region in Wyoming. Our
representative in Jackson Hole has
Just wired that it is impossible to ob-
tain any more animals this spring. Un- -
Alaline and Chiffon in all
pretty colors, as also a
fine line of lace for trim-
mings on Hats and Dres-
ses :::::::
A1ISS A. MUGLER
South-Eas- t Corner Plaza
der the circumstances it will hardly
b possible to comply with Mr. Gable's
request, but a copy of his letter has
been placed on file for consideration
next autumn in case it is possible to
transfer elk for restocking .
Mr. Gable's letter is returned here-
with as requested.
Respectfully,
WILLIS L. MOORE,
Acting Secretary
the following orders:
JAPAN IS ALSO
WILLING TO ARBITRATE
; Prefers Peaceable Settlement of Any
Dispute It May Have With
Uncle Sam,
I
(By Srwinl Uased Wire to New Mexican)
j Tokio, Japan, May 24. It was
stated in official circles today, that
Japan is prepared to particate in ne
gotiations for a general treaty of arbi-- ,
tration with the United States and is
willing to submit proposals for such i
an agreement if irivitcd. " j
PART OF FAMOUS BELLE
MEADE FARM IS SOLD.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nashville. Tenn.. Vav ?i Tho
transfer of 323 acres of the famous
Belle Meade farm to the Golf and
Country Club of this city recalls the
aays wnen Bolle Meade was famous
as the greatest breeding farm of race
horses in the south. The site selected
will include the grave of Enquirer,the famous racer to whose memory a
marble shaft was erected. A boule-
vard will be built so that the monu-
ment will be one of the sights of the
Unkl-
- '
ARE YOU A 20th CENTURY WOMAN ?
If so, you are a dainty example of
her in your style of dressing as well
as in other respects and never sug-
gest even in the mcst Inexpensive
toilet, the "hand-me-down- " or "readv-to-wea- r" j
garment. I
Let us order your clothing made up
from your personally selected designs
t nd materials and made to your meas-
ure, at no more expense than one I
pays for catalogue garments. Import-
ed gowns direct from Paris at New
York prices made to your measure;
also one pair of 16 button French kid
gloves given with every f 25 purchase.
W. H. GOEBEL, Importer
Room 14, Catron Block.
The Pathway to the
Drug Store
Is most frequently
trodden by those
whose scientific
knowledge of medi-
cinal chemicals is
slight. The Drug-
gists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufac-
turer for the quality
of chemicals dis-
pensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.
Butt Bros, Co.
"Always Reliable" "'
DRUGGISTS
Phone Ifl-- Nirht Phone Red 58
xsxxxxxxxxxxxx
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING I
,
SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
PAUL 'P. LACASSAGNE
J09 San Francisco
Street
New, Modern, Finely Located Brick
Cottage at a SACRIFICE
If you are looking for a HOME or an INVEST-
MENT ask about it Now.
is one of the most popular young la-- , nwspapers which are read by practidies in the younger set, will leave , caly a of our citizns , Drieiy detan
next week for KansasHutchinson, i.; tne nistory of the adoption of our flagwhere she will visit her uncle and;and the conqueBts whicn we naveaunt Mr. and Mrs Mclnturff former-- made both ,n and under
ly of this city Miss Kinsell will re- - ,u jn inluehce, so that we maymain there during the summer months . ...
and will attend school there next win-- I!f ,. ! 1"B1?. l!f .
been produced.
ft
Try a
Phone" Black No. 52 Phone Black No; 229 Residence
Package
CO.
Arkansas Strawberries
s. kalTne &Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
ter so will not return to Santa Fe un-
til 1912 much to the regret of her
host of friends in Santa Fe.
LAND OWNER FOUND
DEAD IN BED.
Frederick Dearborn Wright Had 15,- - j
e Ranch in Union i
County.
Our Saturday Special Sales
Will enable you TO BUY AT HOME And save money
SILKS, SATINS, WHITE GOODS, LACE AND EMBROIDERIES
For Saturday May 20
Adolph Seligftian Dry Goods Co.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) j More Prisoners.
Denver, Colo.. May 24. Frederick D. B. Stevens of the sheriff's office
Dearborn AVright, at one time consid- - Luna county brought two prisoners
ered the largest land owner in tha t0 penitentiary today. They were
United States, and a Colorado pionee Candelaria Via, convicted of horse
was found dead in his home here late stealing, two to five years; and
,
Death was due to apop- - uel Baca Relies, assault with a dead-lexy- .,
He made his home in Trinidad, j ly weapon, two to five years.
Colo., Wright was instrumental in or--! Game Warden's Good Work,
ganizing many public and private en-- ; That Game Warden Thomas P.
in that city. He owned a '; ble Is doing successful work t
in Texas of 90,000 acres, one 'n j stock New Mexico with wild game ia
Union county, New Mexico of 15,010 apparent from the folowing correspon-acre- s
and several large ranches in'dence:
Colorado, all heavily stocked with j May 10, 1911.
cattle, sheep and horses. He was Hon. Thomas P. Gable, game and fish
- MORE BY THE PAIR, BUT LESS BY THE YEAR.
Get a shoe that your toes will have room in. Come see a Stet-
son Corn Dodger last. ...
. John Pflueger
r. f.n Plnuorc "'V PLANTS.
anda ...
?PCiaity Fllfteraf Desinna. ' . --. ....'.
COMMENCEMENT!
"
Nothing Can be More Appropriate.
jj ' Beautiful Designs of Sterling Silver Picture Frames Colognes T
X Sandwich Trays Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire.
3
'
i , V I can give you ideas. ' j
TRY ME t
.Jt.rH. C. YONTZ, "fiff"!
K Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charm of 25c
f-- for packing en orders under $3.60.' i1'' . , "
Table Bouaueta and
'
8anta Fe, New Mexico.
I THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black 12.
born in Windsor, Maine, In June 1837.
MAKE LIFE JORTH LIVING
. Says Elder Cunningham. j
When pure healthy Wood courses
through every vein and" artery of the
body, the organs are in a healthy con-- i
dition, and a strenuous active life Is
a pleasure to man or woman. .
But if the blood is impure and slug-
gish, the appetite poor, digestion weak
and vitality not up to the standard,
life is a burden; then you need Vinol,
ou delicious cod liver and Iron tonic,
without oil. Such evidence as comes
from Henry Cunninguam, elder of the
Baptist Church, Kington, '; N. . C,
should be convincing. He says, "I
was run-dow- n and weak from general
debility, and suffered from vertigo,
I took Vinol with the most gratifying
results. I gained in health and
strength and now feel unusually well."
Elder Cunningham's recovery was
due to the combined action .of - the
rftedlcinal elements of cod's livers,
aided by the blood making and
strength creating properties of tonic
lion contained in Vinol.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the un-
derstanding that your money will be
returned if it does not help Jou. Cap-ital Pharmacy. ' ; i V ;ftW ;
THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )
r Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring: Water
No Invalids $15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telejraph Glorieta Write Pecos
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
MEXICAN HATS
New aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Latest in Hand Color- - Artistic
ins Post Cards. Framinr.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.
CONTINUOUS SERVICE DAY "AND NIGHT
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES J
SOLE AGENTS
'FOR
Electric Irons That Stay Hot
, . .
. Electric Toasters
Water Heaters and Percolatere
SOLE AGENTS
FOR
N
Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
;' Electric Tea Pots
' l v'' - -
Santa Fe Water and Light Company
''V'' "'Vwrtiv--- ''j.
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St, Louis Rocky lilt &
acific Railway Company.
11
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO. cures OLD somes(Head Up)In effect Sept, 1st 1910(Read Down)
Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles
Much sickness starts with weak stomach, and consequent
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and pale-peop- le lack
good, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
ior, after all, a man can be no stronger than his stomach.A remedy that makes the stomach strong and the liver
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
out disease-producin- g bacteria and cures a whole multi-
tude of diseases.
Cer rid ot your Stomach Weakneaa anaLiver Laziness by takini a coarse otDr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discoverythe treat Stomach Restorative, LiverInvlSorator and Blood Gleaaser.
You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
composition as a substitute for "Golden Medical Discov.
' ery," which is a medicine oh known composition, having
a complete list of ingredients in plain English on its
same being attested as correct under oath.
Gonzales, Eduardo Sisneros, Alejan-
dro Gonzales.
Yell, Razzle, Dazzle, Razzle, Dazzle.
S. A. N. S.
Letter to the school, Ralph Dixon, Pe-
cos.
The college poem by Juan Garcia
was read.
Impromptu Talk, Alberto Chaves of
Vallecitos.
School History, Gretchen Dixon,
Resident.
Much interest was manifested over
the choosing of a New Mexico flower
and an exciting debate over the re-
spective virtues of the cactus and the
wild rose "was held.
The college colors blue and gold,
were in evidence, blue for the skies of
New Mexico, and gold for her sun-
shine.
The college flowers, golden rod and
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Harlan be glorious with their lovely native
blossoms.
The news value of any advertisement depends entirely on its
truthfulness and common sense. Based upon these two facts ve hope
to make this short talk of special interest to all persons who are alHicted
with an old sore or chronic ulcer. If in presenting the merits of S.S. S.
as a cure for these troubles, our line of reasoning appeals to you, it
will be an easy matter to prove the truthfulness of our statements by
sending you a free book containing many testimonials from persons in
every part of the country who have been cured of an old sore or
chronic ulcer by the use of S. S. S.
Whenever a sore or ulcer becomes chronic or refuses to heal, i'
is because of bad blood; the healing qualities of the circulation have
been weakened by impurities or poisons in this vital fluid.
- The blood is the great source of nourishment for all flesh tissues
As it constantly circulates throughout the system it carries the necessan
nutrient properties to every portion of the body. It is because of
replenishment that the flesh remains firm and healthy an
free from disease. Since the blood exercises such an important am
necessary function we can easily understand why impurities or poison
in this vital iluid so often infect and disease the flesh at some particub
spot, and by continually discharging impurities into it cause the form;
tion of old sores or chronic ulcers.
Every symptom of an old sore suggests diseased blood. Tin
inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh,, and the fact that externi?
applications never have any curative effect on these places, show flu-dee-
down in the circulation there is a morbid cause that prevents th
place from healing. But more convincing proof that bad blood i
responsible for old sores is furnished by the fact that even removin-ever-
visible trace of the ulcer
ing a soap have been takced up around
town in prominent places. Its very
poor advertising and by and by the
corners peal off, the tacks fall out,
the signs get weatherbeaten, and the
whole thing is an eye sore, but peo
ward the finder. And we're not try-
ing to start anything, eyther. San
Juan Index.
Moral Surroundings.
Governor Sloan touched on the ne-
cessity of good moral surroundings
Ar Ute Park, .
As many of last year's graduates
as could attena were present, auu
their class flower, daisy and cedar,
made beautiful decorations. ple get
so used to seeing them that
they don't bother to tear them down.
It's a sign of provincialism to allow
iOonnects at Oolfax with K. P. & S. W. Ry. train both Northand'8outb.3
SStage for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves ITto Parle. N, M., for Klizabethtown, N. M ., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
undays, Fare il ou one way S3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N, M-- . for the south, at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
tb at 4:38 a. m.
The Spanish-America- n Normal
signs to be stuck around on old barnsschool enrolled sevanty-seve- n stud-
ents during the past year, and expects
for a university. He may have been
hinting to the city council the wisdom
of shutting down such joints as the
Double Stamp. The mayor of the city
has complete control over all saloons.
He can refuse to sign a license and
thereby prevent its issuance. Mayor
Hoffman can heed the protests of the
and fences, and reminds one of sleepy
F. M, to accommodate at least one hundred
during the coming year.
WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,
VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
C. G. DEDMAN,
Superintendent Many compliments and congratula
tions were received by Mr. and Mrs. merchants of Congress, street and
block the transfer of the Tucson Wine
and Liquor Company's saloon to Belk
George Dixon and Mr. Martin concern-
ing their successful, management dur
ing the past two years.
old villages, where the inhabitants
are too leisurely to paint their prop-
erty and take this manner of preserv-
ing them from the weather. If we
must have them, the soft subdued
tones of weather-beate- n fence with-
out a coat of paint, for years and
years, are much better than the same
fences, with a bunch of weatherbeaten
signs, stuck up at odd angles, the
loud and awful contrasts disturbing
the calm and peaceful landscape.
Roswell Record.
The songs. New Mexico, by Mrs.
nap and Congress streets by refusing
to sign the license at the beginning
of the next quarter. Tucson Citizen.CURED MAN AND WIFE.It gives ir.s pleasure to relate my
; ; . a n T"' I, M.. Assessing Land Grants.
Dixon and Golden Years were sung,
the latter being the college song, as
follows:
Golden years are passing by
& CliiJKi ililil-i- ; KltU O. J. tJ. wuiu One way to settle the question of
titles to the land grants would believo ittue greatest of all blood pnr- -
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Prnm nnta Ff To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
and ail points ia New Mex-
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theoce
to select an assessor who would putJHappy, happy golden years,
these lands on the tax roll at a dePassing on the wings of time
bv surgical operation, does not
cure. THEY ALWAYS RETURN.
Only by cleansing the blood
of the poisonous cause can an
old sore be cured. S. S. S.
heals them by going down nto
the circulation and removing the
cause from the blood. When
this has been done there is no
longer left any inflammatory
impurity or infectious matter to
irritate the place, and nature
causes the natural and perma
cent valuation, and make somebodyThese happy golden years If you want anything on earth try
a New Mex'can Want Ad.Call them back as they go by
Sweet their mem'ries are
O improve them as they fly
doal of uneasiness, beiu? afraid it
was malignant. My v.'ife aleo had
an usly old nicer on. hor face
which jrave her considerable worry.
"o kew cf no cause for these old
cores so concluded they were duo to
cud blood. 7e both us-i- S. G. 3. and
it cured us sound and well. This
was ?cir. vai-- s asro but neither of no
These happy golden years.
Golden years are passing by
nent iicaiing or the ulcer, w uen Fleeting, fleeting swiftly 'onpvfv"lin!i aav elans of a retnrn
of th j cheerfully veeomcionil t
pay taxes or sell them under the ham-
mer. Guess somebody would come
up to the captain's office, and it
would not be the fellow who had no
title nor interest in the land, either.
We have just about reached that pass
in land matters here, that some dras
tic measures will have to be taken
before the tangle can be straightened
out, and there Is no more fitting time
to apply them than just at this stage
of the game. Taos Valley News.
Raising Game for the Table.
The suggestions offered in the
News recently in regard to a change
Life is but a passing hourS. S. S. has purified the blood
and the place is once mere nour- - . S. as a or re for Old Se res. k
THE EAST
ROUTE "WEST
Before we know 'tis gone.e. VT. LOO AN, Taylor, Texp". Soon the parting time will come
SALT LAKE CITY
AND RETURN
via
Santa Fe,
$30.00
Dates of Sale May 30 and 31
Return Limit, June 20th 191 1
i;,.:cu vita pure, rich bloou, then
fivsrv svmntom and Day by day it nears.J i . ' . . M J f Have we done our duty well
These happy golden years?
Golden years are passing by
it is net a surface cure, out the place is nrmiy ana souuiy neaieu tror.
the bottom to the outer skm. S. S. S. is recognized as the greatest c
all blood purifiers, and therein lies Us ability b cure old sores. It
vegetable, containing no mineral in any form, and its fine totiu
effects are alwavs helpful in overcoming the impure systemic effects o
an old sore. Forty years of cures is the record of S. S. S., and vha
it has done in thousands of cases we feel perfectly safe in sayinr : wi!
do in vour case if vou are afflicted with an old sore. r
in the game laws ana tne estamisn-men- t
of game preserves, seems to
For rates and full information address
EUGENE FOX, a. f. p. Agent,Ei Paso Texas. We have a special treatise on Old Sores which we will be glad u
Happy, happy golden years. s
Let no idle hour be spent
In sorrow, grief or tears,
Ah, the good we all may do
Ah, the moments pass
To your nobler self be true
Reward will come at last.
Chorus.
Golden years, golden years
Happy golden years.
O improve them as they fly
These ha,ppy golden years.
be favorably received. The New Mex-- ,
ican gave its support to the proposi-
tion, urging the feasibility of it, and
Theodore Cannard, of Red River, one
of the most successful hunters in
northern New Mexico, and one who
knows the woods thoroughly, is an
earnest supporter of the position tak-
en by the News, favoring an- open sea--
Solsend free to all who desire it. It contains the statements of many witnesses as to the efficacy of S. S. S., some of whom you may knowWe will also be glad to send free any special medical advice you desire
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES THIS IS SEASON OF and the right of establishment ofison game preserves. The question
worthy of discussion and the arguSCHOOL ENTERTAINMENTSHotel Arrivals.
Palace.
VIA ments in favor of a . radical , changeEDITORIAL FLASHES in our game laws are strong and conProgram of Second Ward School-Exer- cises
as Rendered at Span-
ish American Normal.
clusive. Taos Valley News.
Editor Has Good Time.
Summer
TOURIST
Rates
The Herald Pest traveled to Willard
Philip Newton, M. D., Washington;
W. C. Stewart, Rochester; .1. L. Ru-be-
St. Louis; S. M. Singleton, Chi-
cago; John Charles, Denver; J. H.
Dartch, Washington; L. G. Jamison,
St. Louis; W. E. Johnson, Denver.
Montezuma.
L. G. Sbanklin, St. Louis; E. Little
yesterday on SI Perkins' mare. He
had the time of his life. He went
over to the Union depot and saw a
(Scenic Line of the World)
ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE real live train come in. They have
two big stores In Willard, he says,
The following is the program for
the closing exercises which will be
given at the second ward school on
Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock by Miss
Schnepple's room;
Song ; .Away to the Woods
Recitation Good-b- y to Lessons
Ann Ortiz
Recitation Vacation. . . . Josefa Alarid
Song VWelcome Spring
Recitation Birds, Animals, Flowers
Song We Are Little, Ships
and a pool room where you only payton, Albuquerque; W. L. Brown,
W. C. Edminster, AlbuquerTO-
-
Not Yet, Nor Soon.
The Florida woman predicted wrong
when she said Santa Fe would be de-
stroyed by an earthquake May 11th or
12th. Predict again, old girl, and sub-
stitute "inertia" for earthquake and
you will not miss your mark so far as
you did last time. Fort Sumner Re-
view. ', ...
Boys Didn't Behave.
Last week several boys of the Aztec
public schools were guilty of conduct
unbecoming gentlemen. The 'school
board took up the matter, with the
boys and their parents, and a written
apology was given by the boys to the
two and a half cents a cue. He says
on account of the frequency of sand
storms in that vicinity the physicians
have taken the Storks off their routes
que; cnaries j. ueuana, wagon
Mound; J. G. Falck, Ogden, Utah; Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Metcalf and child, Al
buquerque; Mrs. E. Huxman, Chicago;
D. B. Stephens, Deming; C. A. Pad-- j
field, Cleveland; S. I: Bonsman, Farm--
and replaced them with Sandhill
Cranes claiming that the Cranes are
more satisfactory. He says they told
Atlantic City $ 85.35
Chicago $ 50.35
Colo. Springs $ 18.15
Denver $ 21.10
Detroit $ 60.35
Pueblo ii $ 16.35
St. Louis $ 44.35
St. Paul $ 50.35
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
From
Santa Fe, N. M.
To
Chicago, $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35
Buffalo, $64.95
Red, White and Blue.
ington Charles A. Schroeder, Kansas; Rose, Lily, Forget-Me-No- t. him confidentially that they were go-
ing to make Willard the county seatCity. Recitation The Happy Day
of Willard valley. Just before leav. Velma Parsons
Song L'.The Brownies
Coronado.
Mrs. M. P. Hurs'ch, Sealy, Texas;
J. A. Beal, Deming; Charles Christian,
ing he 'drank some of the famous Wilschools, with a promise to never againdisobey the rules and regulations ofRecitation The Reflections of Neil lard water and It took him only half
an hour to return home. EstanciaT. P. Talle, Gallup; Pablo Quintana,
Taos; D. B. Stephens,Deming; George
the schools. The boys have done the
manly thing in acknowledging their
error and expressing regret, and the
Herald.
W,hy? Xeil Lord.
Song Come Dance and Be Gay
Recitation What the Lessons Have
to Say.
F. Koy, Temple, Texas. Disfiguring the Landscape.
Lately a number of signs advertisincident will prove of value in the dis
cipline of the schools. Aztec Index.
WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE.
Exhibit pupil's work in writing,
drawing, painting, language, number
work, paper cutting, sewing by girls,
weaving, cardboard construction by
Correspondinly Low Rates to AH Other Points
On Sale Daily
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
ai,llStfS2!llij Tickets and Reservations at
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
A Scrapper.
MASONIC CEREMONIAL
SESSION,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Ritr fianrlv Tatiti TUTia T .nov fan. )
New York, $76.35
Boston, $75.95
hUU4J 4. VUU, HllBi WV XUrVThe Albuquerque Evening Herald trell. of this place, says: "Every twowarns the Range and some other! the boys.
papers that an Insect it calls "Phy- weeks, I had to go to bed and staythere several days. I suffered untold.!
misery. Nothing seemed to help me j COLORADO
topsis" is doing damage in California
fields and is headed this way. The
diagram that goes with this rare old
Miss Bergere's Room.
Salute to the Flag By School
Song The Battle Cry of the Republic
By Six Boys.
until I tried arduL the woman's rtonvor ?i m
Colorado Springs 18.15English joke Is thus: Fight-op-si-
May 31st, 1911
$4.15
Round trip rate from
SANTA FE, N. M.
Mary LopezRecitation Whispers
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Bik, Santa Fe, N. M.PROFESSIONAL (IDS IPueblo ......... 16.35I his crypto-grammatic- insect can
not get here any too quick if it is afterRecitation Memory Gems
.Teodoro Garcia a scrap. Unlike the typewriter poundI Song Pussy Willow By Six Girls ers of the Herald we will not joinRecitation Good News the or Fillaloo birds, at
tonic.- Although I had been afflicted
with womanly weaknesses for
several years, Cardui helped me more
than anything else ever did. It is
surely the best tonic for women on
earth." Weakness is woman's great-
est trouble. Cardui Is woman's great-
est trouble. Cardui is woman's great-tha- t
weakness and brings back
strength. In the past 50 years Car
dul helped over a million women
Try it for troubles today.
fare I Michael PettineOne and one fifth
ATTORNEYS' AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, , - - - New Mexloa
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in tae Distri t Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
mere mention of the name, but go out
Low rates to many other' principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
Liberal stop-ove- r privileges.
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent, . ,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa 'e, N. M.
to meet the Insect half way and he'llRecitation A Little Girl's Question
By Isabel Dominguez and Marcella get his. Oh, yes, sis; we'll' fight-u- p
allrlght. Raton Range.Parsons.
Songs Columbia and America
from all other stations
in New Mexico to
ALBUQUERQUE AND RETURN
"Santa Fe All The Way"
.By School Dead But Not Forgotten.
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land La'.
Taos, . New Mexico.
After the program an exhibit of LOST One young railroad, brand:
PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Latds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
school work will be given. All par
ents and friends are invited to see
ed A. F. & G., last seen running be-
tween iSan Juan county and Albuquer-
que. Wore a Farmington smile on IMerchandise, Retail Lumber Yardand other Business Opportunities
the exhibit and to attend the exer
cises.
Spanish-America- n Normal School.
High-ho- ! High-ho- !
headlight. ALSO LOST One San
Juan County Good Roads Association.
C. W. G. WAF.D
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Countiea
Lag Vegas, New Mexico. throughout
Taos county. California MULLIGAN & RISING
.'.,-
Bank References Furnished
Been missing three weeks, last seen
in Aztec full of energy and good in-
tentions. Anyone knowing anythingTaos, New Mexico.
El Rito! El Rito!
That's where the teachers go
High-ho- ! High-ho- !
El Rito! El Rito!
of these missing enterprises apply alExcursions,DR. C. M. RILEY, ternately Coldfeet and Hotair treat FUNERAL DIRECTORSVeterinary Physician and Surgeon. ment and without delay please wireThe closing exercises of theNormal school were held
Chas. F. Easley. Chas. R. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci- a,
N. M.
nearest Political Boss, who will re- -Graduate of McKillep's .Veterinary
College of Chicago. May 18, in the building at El Rito, RioJune 5, 6, & 10 to 22, Arriba county. L. B, 130 RED 108DAT ft NIGHTPHONK PALAOH.AVEFOLEY'SPrince, president of the board ot reWork of All Kinds Solicited.Dentistry a Sppcialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner gents, delivered the address which Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done(MC IA San Diego or$od,L) Los Angeles held the large audience spellbound.ol Frisco ana Shelby Sts. , HONEY-T-ARE. C. ABB0T7
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, resident
member of the board, also addressed
the assembly in his usual eloquent
Phone . Red 138.
Herewith are some bargains offeredpreme Courts. Prompt and careful
(PiC IA San Francisco$10tL) or Oakland
Going and returning via direct lines,
FOR ALL COUGHS AD COLDS
For bronchitis, hoarseness andand fluent fashionb" the New Mexican Printing comattention given to all business. Some of the exercises were as fol ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.fianta Fe. New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep lows:
tickling in the throat. Especially
recommended for children and
delicate persons. No ooiates. AOpening Speech.
Martin Suazo ofbound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. MissouriHARRY D. MOULTON Parkview.Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code medicine, not a narcotic. The
CCC AA Portland and return
tpuu.UU via direct lines,
CL1) CA Going one way viaUlitJU San Francisco
Soliloquy, Amelia Chavez of Abiquiu.Pleadings. $6; the two for $10. Bee Hive on the carton is thAddress, Paul Gallegos Of BarrancaAdapted to New Mexico Code, LawsAttorney-at-La- mark of the genuine. Refuse. Recitation, Max Salazar of Chamltaof New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, Communication, Amelia -- Rodriguez substitutes. ;
Mr, Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911 of Velarde. v ;
Reading, Dixie Dixon, Resident.
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Roswell. N. C connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Is-
land Railroads and the Atchison, To-pek-a
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-
rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m. '
Leaves Roswell at 12: SO a. m., ar-
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of 95.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excur-
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M. 4
Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Recitation, Carlos Gonzales, El Rito.
says Foley's Honey and Tar Is still
more than the best. He writes us,
"All those that bought.it think it s
the best for coughs and colds they
Letter, Thomas Martinez, Ranchoa
Illustrated Literature by
Applying to .Land Claims and Contests a Specialty, de Taos. ., "'c
; Monologue. Enrique Real, Questa.
full leather 3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
Surreme Court Reports, Noi.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com-
pilation Corporation Lavs, 70 c. Com-
pilation Mining Law, c Money's
Digest of New ysxico Reports, ful'
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby 'Bad a badO. W. PRICHARD
' Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Reading, Cristoval Quintana, Taos,
Exercise by Model ClaBS Students. cold and ft cured him in one day,
li. S. Lutz, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.' Practice in all ths District Court Please accept thanks." Sold by allRuby Jaramillo (Alega Lucero, PabloDO J W. STOCKARD, MANAGERand rives special attention to cases Gonzales, Aureus druggists.Lucero, Alfred
Vt v f- -
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GROOMING MclNNIS FOR FIRST BASE WANTSPECULIAR WAY OF COACHINGJapanese Baseball Players Make LittleNoise In Getting Runners
Around Eases.
BASEBALL
STANDING OF THE. TEAMS
National League.
w. L. Pet
Philadelphia 22 12 .647
New York 20 12 .625
Chicago 20 13 .606
Pittsburg ...19 13 .594
Foley Kidney Pills
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION "bf the
KIDNEYS,, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and ail annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
uuthfully recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.
shade lower. Light $3.606; mixed
$5.6005.921-2- ; heavy $3.35fi 5.82
rough $5.35 5.55; good to choice
heavy $5.55(55.821-2- ; pigs $5.33(8-5.90-
bulk of sales 5.75 5.90.
Sheep Receipts 20,000. Market
slow 10c lower. Native $3.30fi5;
western $3.755; yearlings $4.75
7; western $5.757.23.
Kansas City, May 24. Cattle Re-
ceipts 6,000. Market steady. Native
steers $5.256.20; southern steers
$4.505.50; southern cows and heifer
$34.50; native cows and heifers 3
6; stockers and feeders $4.755.75;
bulls $4 5; calves $5. 23; western
steers 4.75 6; western cows $3 5.25;
Hogs Receipts 16,000. Market 5c
lower. Bulk of sales $3.70 5.80;
heavy $5.70 5.75; packers and butch-
ers 5.703.80; lights $5.7o5.80;
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Market
steady. Muttons $45; lambs $6
7.50; fed wethers and yearlings $4.50
6; fed western ewes $4 4.63.
Omaha, Neb., May 24. Cattle Re-
ceipts 2,800. Market steady to easier.
Native steers 5.1016.10; cows and
heifers 33.85; western steers $3.50
5.73; Texas steers $3.25'5.20; range
cows and heifers, $3 5; canners $2.60
4.15; stockers and feeders 3.75
5.75; calves $47.50; bulls, stags, etc.$45.25.
Hogs Receipts 14,000. Market
steady to 5 cents higher. Heavy $3.50
5.65; mixed $5.605.65; light $3.65
5.75; pigs $55.60; bulk of sales$5.555.65.
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Market 10
higher. Yearlings $4.755.50; weth-
ers $4.505; ewes $44.75; lambs $6
7.75.
4
.1...j.
FOil KENT Six roomed house, fur-
nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
FOR SALE Household goods and
furnishings at 3011-- 2 Galisteo street.
Call at any time.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, sin-
gle and en suite, housekeeping rooms,
179 Kast Pelace avenue.
FOR SALE Seven room house,
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 211 Montezuma avenue.
LOST Chihuanua Dog on SatL-a- y
night from 431 San Francisco fee.
Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
reward.
Typewriters.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
AM repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-
change. Tbone 231.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
itlrtiicnt. residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use of strip costly, tedious and dan-
gerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S. Hil-drel-
210 Fleming Bldg.. Phoenix,
Arizona.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice Is hereby given that Agri- -
nina Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry, No. 92,10-073S-
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
4 Sec. 4, SE. 4 NE. Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Final five year Proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the Cth day of July, 1911. .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jo3e Ortiz y Pino, '
all of Galisteo, N. M.
St. Louis 14 1 .483
Cincinnati 13 15 .4C4
Brooklyn 12 21 .364
Boston 27 .229
American League.
W. L. Pet
Detroit 2S 8 .778
Boston( 17 15 .531
Philadelphia 17 15 .531
Chicago 16 14 .533
New York ... 16 15 .516
Cleveland 16 20 .444
Washington 11 21 .344
St. Louis 11 24 .314
Western League.
W. L. Pet
Sioux City 19 10 .635
Pueblo
.....16 9 .640
Denver 17 10 .630
Lincoln 17 10 .630
St. Joseph 15 14 .617
Omaha 13 16 .448
Topeka 11 17 .393
Des Moines 4 26 .133
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
American League.
Washington at' Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at Chicago.
Boston at St. Louis.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES. ,
National League.
Brooklyn, 4; Pittsburg, 3.
New York, 7; Cincinnati, 2.
Chicago, 6; Boston, 4.
St. Louis, 12; Philadelphia, 4.
American League.
St. Louis ,3; Boston, 2.
Philadelphia, 9; Cleveland, 1.
Detroit, 9; Washington, 6.
New York, 4; Chicago, 3.
Western League.
Pueblo, 11; Des Moines, 8.
Lincoln, 6; Omaha, 4.
Topeka, 4; Sioux City, 2.
St. Joseph, 5; Denver, 2.
American Association.
First game. St. Paul, 0; Indianapo-lis- ,
3. Second game: St. Paul, 0;
Indianapolis, 5.
Kansas City, 6; Louisville, 3.
Milwaukee, 8; Columbus, 7.
Minneapolis, 5; Toledo, 19.
Southern League.
Montgomery, 12; Memphis, 5.
Mobile, 4; Nashville, 1.
SiSlCD POLITICS
Jay is Starting Something. ,t
It is reported that a membership
list for a" Progressive Republican
league is being circulated by Jay Tur-le-
under authority from Senator
Bourne of Oregon. San Juan County
Democrat.
' Portection Against Their Own Fool-
ishness.
We still maintain that the recall,
even to the Judiciary, is a good thing
where the Democrats, are in control.
Goodness knows the people need that
much protection. Raton Range.
Who?
The leading (?) papers of New
Mexico seem to be waiting for head-
quarters tips before even admitting
that they may have a policy later on.
Their present policy is to have no poli-
cy. Raton Range.
Canned.
n mtmd hqva cnrnl V triad thft
temper of New Mexico patriots. But
our loyalty and enthusiasm are care-
fully preserved in hermetically sealed
jars to be opened at the first worthy
occasion. Raton Range.
Told You So.
Most Arizonans now realize that
those who a year ago said that a sim-
ple fundamental law would insure
early statehood knew what they were
talking about. Had their advice been
taken Arizona would undoubtedly
have been admitted by the coming
fourth ,ot July. Tucson Citizen.
Why Not?
There is a lurking suspicion that
some of the men holding elective of-
fices in New Mexico do not' want
statehood half as, bad as they pretend.
They are pretty well satisfied with
the condition of things as they exist
at present. The would-b- e senators and
aspirants for other high offices: regard
the matter differently. Clovis Journal
v What the Use?
It is well in these dark and troub-- .
lous hours to remember that New
Mexico is a STATE OP THE UNION.
Its constitution was approved by the
president, unanimously approved by
H PDLliig
Americans have been not a little i
amused by the Japanese baseball play-
ers who are in this country, not
they do not play good baseball,
but over one of their peculiar habits.
They do not coach the way Americans
do. They make signals silently and
reports say that while they may be
deficient in some of the other features
of the game, they are certainly mar
velous base runners. It may be due
to this silent signaling, but the aver-
age American crowd attending base-
ball games would hardly stand for this
sort of thing in our national interpre-
tation of the game. What the average
crowd wants is loud coaching accom-
panied by all possible antics. This
sort of thing has a tendency to liven
up the crowd itself and, after all, ths
real fun of going to a baseball con-
test is to get in the game a little one's
self. The Japanese method may help
along a base runner, but it certainly
does not help along the crowd to any
great extent. The average American
Is great for noise anyway and when
he gets out and pays good money for
the privilege of yelling he wants some-
thing to sort of start him. The Japan-
ese method would not make much of
a hit in the United States.
MclNTYRE IS FUNG0 HITTER
8plt-Ba- ll Pitcher Claims He Clouted
Ball Over Clubhouse at Brook-
lyn Baseball Park.
Harry Mclntire, master of the side- -
arm splitter and premier fungo swat- -
ter of the Cub camp, has issued a
challenge. One of those regular three--
ply defis to all aspiring sluggers of the
National, American, Southern andj
Central leagues, and the American As-
sociation. In his little ultimatum,
hurled broadcast around the realm of
organized ball "Mac" offers to trim
any fungo specialist in captivity.
The former Dodger has studied the
fine art of long-distanc- e swatting for
more tha'n ten years, starting in a
Jocular moment while diving fly balls
to "Dusty" Miller on the Memphis
turtle back" grounds in batting prac
tice. On the afternoon in question
Miller attempted to catch Mclntire's
wallops in each of the gardens left,
right and center but the big slab
marvel easily hammered the ball to
every section of the fence until tbs
manager called a halt on the festivi
ties, reminding Mclntire that baseballs
are not to be picked off the bushes.
Elated over his success in this exhi
bition, "Mac" settled down to a coures
of study. He attributes his success
solely to the manner in which he grips
his bat. Give him a light war club,
36 Inches long, and he'll stand up
there all afternoon ramming the horse- -
hide to all quarters of the plant.
There's a certain knack about fungo- -
Harry Mclntire.
batting essential to real success, says
Mclntire. For instance, one must
clutch the bat with his right hand, lay-in-g
particular stress upon the swing,
while the left hand attends to the job
of guilding the club in its collision
with the leather. No exceptional mus-
cular development- is required, al-
though, of course, to be master at the
game one must devote considerable
time to practice.. Singularly enough
d batters rarely blossom out
as topnotch fungo smashers.
Mclntire claims his record ' wallop
traveled 475 feet, the ball sailing from
the home plate on over the clubhouse
in center field at the Brooklyn Park.
HUGGINS IS BADLY INJURED
St. Louis Second Baseman Hurt In
Collision With Two Other Pla-
yersHolds Ball.
Miller Huggins, second baseman of
the St. Louis National league base-
ball team, was badly hurt in a col-
lision with Evans and Konetchy in a
recent game at Cincinnati.
The three players came together
while trying to catch a short fly ball
in the eighth inning. -.-Two were out
and the bases full of Cincinnati play-
ers. Huggins reached the ball just
as the other two crashed into him.
He held the ball, thus making the
third putout and saving the game,
which subsequently ended in a tie.
Only One Way. v
"k oommalnt clerk can hardhr 1m
classed as a benefactor of mankind."
"Why should he be?"
"Why shouldn't he be? Isn't he al-
ways writing wrongs?"
Joe Sueden a Manager.
Joe Sugden of Philadelphia, the for-
mer National league catcher, who has
played In the last three yean with
Vancouver, b. C, in the Northwestern
league, has been elected manager of
the Newcwtle club of the Ohio and
Pennsylvania league. ,
Birmingham, 3; Chattanooga, 2. Sec-
ond game: Birmingham, 2; Catta;
nooga, 2. Called game in eighth; dark-nes-
Coast League.
New Orleans, 3; Atlanta, 4.
Sacramento, 9; Los Angeles, 10.
Portland, 3; San Francisco, 1.
Vernon, 5; Oakland, 2.
MARKETREPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, N. Y., May 25. Call
money, 2 8 3 prime mercantile
paper, 3 Mexican dollars, 45;
amalgamated, 67 sugar, 120
Atchison, 112 Great Northern,
preferred, 129 New York Central,
108 Northern Pacuic, 128
Reading, 159 SouthernJ Pacific,
118 Union Pacific, 183; steel
78 freperred, 110
New York, May 24. Standard cop-
per, quiet. Spot and July 11.8012;
lead dull 4.404.50; bar silver 53
St. Louis, Mo., May 24. Lead steady
$4.22 . Spelter, quiet,
?5.22
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Chicago, 111., May 24. Wheat July
S7 Sept. 86
Corn July 52 Sept. 53l-8- .
Oats July 341-8- ; Sept. 33
Pork July 14.7514.77 1-- Sept
blank. .
Lard July 8.158.17 Sept. 8.25.
Ribs July 7.971-2- ; Sept. 7.821-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 24. Wool unchang-
ed; Territory and western mediums
1517; fine mediums 1315; fine 11
12.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, May 24. Cattle Receipts
19,000. Market weak to 10c lower.
Beeves $5.106.35; Texas steers $4.60
5.55; western steers $4.805.60;
stockers and feeders J3.905.75; cows
and heifers $2.4O5.70; calves $5
7.75.
Hoks Receipts 32,000. Market
the house, and you cannot turn the
clock back. A voluntary amendment,
suggested by a Democratic committee,
if adopted at the polls by the people
would in no wise prejudice what has
been done. Raton Range.
Cameron Warned Arizona.
Delegate Cameron asks for the im-
mediate admission of Arizona into the
union and tells congress that he re-
peatedly warned his people against
the danger of incorporating the recall
in the state constitution. That the
people of that territory had ample
warning of what was to come and did
come, is a fact known of all men, and
the existing situation is. clearly one
of their own choosing. El Paso
Times.
Squinty-Eye-
The New Mexican could serve a
much bigger purpose if it would see
things political with a little less
and a little more apprecia
tion of the people's interests regard-
less of the politics involved, could be
shown. Remember the fate of one
would-b- e Democratic organ, the Tribu-
lation-Citizen, Mr, Walter. Entire-
ly too partisan blind to command re-
spect of the intelligent reading public
of the territory, and it had to die.
Clovis Journal.
A Political Game.
As the Journal stated some weeks
ago, the little game which is now be-
ing played at Washington, D. C, in
an effort to keep New Mexico from
the Union, is one of pure, unadulter-
ated, rank partisan politics!
The Journal believed that the men
who went to Washington to get
changes made in the New Mexico con-
stitution after a majority of 18,000
had voted to approve Just as it stood,
wer, taking a very unfair advantage
of the people of this territory by thus
placing themselves where they would
more than likely serve as a barrier to
immediate statehood, and it was no
respecter of persons when it felt that
objection should be raised. These
Democrats then, were criticised for
the action which they took, not onlj
by this paper but by the majority of
Democratic newspapers In the New
State. Clovis Journal..
Look
S6o.
ROSA'S PARAKEETS.
Rosa, weeth her parrakeets,Tal da fortune een da street.
Geeve her flva cen an' seeWat your fortune gona be.Leetla birds so smart, so wise,Seet een cage an' weenk deir eyes;
Seetln' cen a row dey wait
Teel she ope' da leetle gate.An' she tak' wan on a steeck,Keesa heem an' mak' heem peeckFortune card out weth hees beak,Wat da card ess say to youMebbe so ees gon' com' true.
Som day, mebbe, I wee) seaW'at my fortune gona be.Eef I could be a parrakeetDat she eesa kees so sweet,I am sure I would be wise
Jus' for lookln' een her eyea;
Mebbe so I be so smart
I find fortune n her heart!
Dat's a klnda fortune, too.
T. A. Daly In Catholic Standard
mix lines.
EDUCATING THE WORMS.
"Don't you know that fishing is for-
bidden in this pond?"
"I'm not fishing; I'm just teaching
my worms to swim."
Rather Strenuous,
"Sir," announced the would-b- e son-in-la-
'
as he invaded the library, "I
have come to er have a serious in
terview with you."
"Oh, very well," rejoined the old
man, as he proceeded to remove his
coat and roll up his sleeves. "Let's
get busy and have it over with.'
And a few minutes later the young
man succeeded in escaping with hia
life, but without his hat
HE WAS WISE.
Mrs. Jones You must get the land
lord to tome and see for himself the
damage the furnace hag done to the
ceiling.
Mr. Jones Yes, and If I do he'll
see the damage the children have
done to the rest of the house.
Business la Business.
'
Proprietor Did that man who Just
went out buy one of our misfit suits?
New Clerk No, sir. . We're entirely
out of them. .
Proprietor Well, have a lot more
made up at once and see that you
don't let the stock run down this way
again.
From Pa's Viewpoint.
Little Willie Say, pa, what is the
difference between a close friend and
a dear friend?
Pa A close friend, my son, is one
who will not lend yon any money,
while a dear friend la one who bor
row! all you will stand for.
' Unfair.
Hazel, aged 7, while feeding the cat
at the dinner table, waa reproved byher father, who told her that the cat
must wait until later, whereupon the
small girl wept and said;
. "I think It it a shame just because
she Is a poor dumb anlmaL to treat
her like a hired girL" Human Life.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Reeister.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)
Department of the interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9211-0738- for SW 4 NE 1-- NW
4 SE N. 2 SW section 5.
township 14 N.. range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena.
Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for HuBllcatloi .
Department of the Interior,
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
U. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta-- , N. M.,
who, on April 18, 1906, made home-
stead entry. No. 9234-0739- for SE
Section 32, Township 16 N.p
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notica of intention to make Fi
nal five-yea- r proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, .before
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburcio Mon
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Letve
8.10 a. in. connect with No 3 west-
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive ut Sant Fe 12:10
p. m. '
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west-
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. coneot with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound,
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11:1V
P. m. ,
O. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 3.1S p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east. ,
Harry Davis, Veteran of
Is Jack Mclnnis the ace that Connie
Mack has buried in the hole to suc-
ceed Harry Davis at first when the
latter gets ready to lay down the white
man's burden?
Indications seem to point exactly In
that direction. But while the fans are
doping the situation out, Connie him-
self is saying nothing.
Nothing except to state that "when
Davis cr.nnot play first base for the
Amonthe.
Washington players assert Milan
will give Eddie Collins and Ty Cobb
a close run for base stealing honors
this season. ,
With the exception of the Athletics
the American league standing is be-
ginning to assume its natural form.
"Bugg3" Raymond is proving to
Muggsy McGraw he still is good for a
few victories.
The more Chicago fans hear of Kai-
ser the better they like him.
So far the season of 1911 has been
a good one for batting averages and
a poor one for pitchers' records.
Baseball at this time of year is con-
ducive to good batting averages even
if tbe pitchers' marks do suffer.
Clarke Griffith and Frank Bancroft
have declared the New York Amer-
icans one of the best teams they ever
Lave seen and expect it to show the
rest of the league teams the way.
Nearly all the leading critics play-
ing winter baseball picked the New
York Giants to win the National
league pennant this year or be
The same critics selected
the Philadelphia Athletics to repeat
in the American league.
Fred Tenny is another example of
a ball player that can "come back."
The Boston manager is handling ev-
erything around first base as if he
was Just in bis prime, but then the hot
summer days are coming and he may
feel differently then.
Jess Tannehlll, In spite of his brief,
bad showing with Cincinnati,, says he
is still good enough for any Class A
company and that he will show them
yet
Stony McGlynn continues to pitch
good ball. It is said that this Indian
McGlynn is a Cherokee or Chicka-
saw is about 42 years old, taking up
baseball late in life, but be certainly
lasts well.
If It is true that Rube Marquart Is
in form again it is only another in-
stance of the grand Judgment of John
McGraw. He has held the $12,000
beauty for two years in spite of all
the adverse criticism of every critic
In the country.
Now He Would Break Out,
"Hello, Stubbs! Haven't seen you
for months. The last time we met, 1
remember you were trying to break I
nlto literature. Did you succeed?"
"Yes; and I've been broke ever
since."
Lifelike.
Author Well, how did you like my
new play?
Critic Ah, It wao very nice.
Author Didn't you think the
church scene reanstlc?
, Critic Intensely o. Why, a great
many of Us actually went to deep
while It waa on! ,
Champion Athletics.
Athletics, we'll have somebody there
that can."
It has long been a problem where
Connie Mack would find a place for
such a rattling good man as the chap
from Gloucester, Mass.
Within a couple of years Mclnnis
ought to be around the six-foo- t mark,
with plenty of good, substantial codfish-
-grown muscle tacked on those
inches of stature.
H0USER IS SOLD TO INDIANS
Watkins Buys Star First Baseman
From Philadelphia Athletics-Pla- yed
In Infield.
Ben Houser, star first baseman of
the Philadelphia Athletics, and for
the last three seasons understudy of
the veteran Harry Davis, has been
purchased by W. H. Watkins of the
Indianapolis club.
Houser was purchased outrleht at
a sum said to be the highest paid for
big league player this year. The
deal, which had been pending for sev
eral days, was closed the other dav
when Manager Burke received a tele-
gram from Connie Mack saying that
the Indianapolis offer had been ac-
cepted and that Houser would rennrr
at once. Houser is also an outfielder
as well as infielder.
While Houser has the distinction of
being one of the best fielders in the
American league, he showed none too
strong with the stick. In twenty-nin- e
games with the Athletics he fielded
his position at first base without a
single error and In the same number
of games he clotted the ball for an
average of .189. With plenty of work
Ben Houser.
in the American association, however,
the first Backer is expected to hit
near the .300 mark.
Connie Mack's decision to keep his
old infield intact made possible the
deal for Houser. Although be was
considered good enough to take the
place of Harry Davis, the veteran
first baseman refused to give way.
His brilliant work In the world's
series was largely responsible for his
retention on the club.
Trouble With IWuggsDy.
Askltt By tbe way, what kind of a
chap is Muggsby?
Noltt Oh, he Is sort of a human
mince pie.
Askltt Beg pardon?
Noltt He aeldom agrees with any-
body. ,
She Knew.
Mistress Nora, I saw a policeman
In the park today kiss a baby. I hope
you will remember my objections to
such things.
Nora Sure, ma'am, no policeman
would ever think if klssln' yer baby
mhiUv I'm.axonndJr . '.
Tksro Is Only Otto
Lanativo Bramo Qzzlnlizo
Vta iMt WMU M TO OfffV A OOLD U OUM BAY,
Warning to Railroad Men.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders :
"A conductor on the railroad my
work caused a chronic lnflamation of
the kidneys, and I was miserable and
all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I commenced taking them, I began
to regain, my strength. The infiama-matio- n
cieared and I am far better
than I have been for twenty years.
Tbe weakness and dizzy spells are ,
a thing of the ., past and I highly .
recommend Foley Kidney Pills." For
ale by all dealera. -
Always xemember the full name.
for this aJfnature on every box- -
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night: The Snakd in the Grass; The,rut: nmiv nnmtn nnR una at well; The Man. From. thetine UAiLi nuunu or. i tast.
ectory of the Sixty-Secon- d Congress,first session, just from the press of
the government printing office.
Ascension Day Services Holy com-
munion will be celebrated tomorrow
forenoon at 9:30 o'clock. Asppnsinn
The Weather The mercury climb-
ed from 43 to 75 degrees yesterday and
was one of the d warm cays in
May. Last summer the mercurv nevday.
at the Church of the Holy Faith,Protestant Episcopal, on East Palace
avenue.
Santa Fe. N". M., May 24.
The weather fur New Mexico
is generally fair tonight; warm- -
er in southeast portion. Thurs- -
day fair.
er got higher than 88 and one of the r--r L J U I r n rrxvhottest days was probably the fourth Ml I II i n II ' A r 4 I i i-- iivJunior Orations The if I U I "VI S . 1 sA rof July when the Jeffries-Johnso- fight
N 4 Andrews "Cash" n0.4
GROCERY and BAKERY
Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
havea large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
CUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT
Everything first class 6 loaves of bread for 25 cents
Ml I M 1 V--J I III W I 1 11delivering their orations at the highschool this afternoon. There are tnn was held in Reno. The average rela-- !the humidity yesterday was 24 ner!Gold Paint for decorating at itiiL eiuu mo temperature at b a. m. I s-- 1 i m d . fk mm
today was 53 degrees.
orations and each one is about 1,500
words long. The Juniors have memor-
ized these orations, of course, and thi3
has been quite a task.
The Senior Class Play tomorrow I The Wildcat Well, a motion picture)
nignt. will be very entertaining, in love story of the oil regions, just is j b r n is i i rJ iRiiii usi j. ewisued by the Vitagraph company ofAmerica shows in one of the scenesSee the Snake in the Grass tonighted from i?, to 5 degrees yesterday anddrama.
Game Here Sunday Albuquerque'sbase ball team will come here Sun-
day to play Santa Fe. Efforts will be
the shooting of a well with nitro-gly- -
structive and amusing. '
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
Black 1SS, when in need of milk and
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Caution If it will hurt you to laughtor an hour and a half, you had hetter
cerine. The film will be exhibited at
the Elks' tonight. See it.
I frmade to got up a good nine to battle NOTICE TO rnNTBirTnoe -Phone No. 4. F. Andrews Phone No.4. with the Duke's cohorts and more de Sealed bids will ho romtveri at thainot attend the senior play tomorrowBitrht.
Necessity for Pure Chemicals is rec-
ognized by those who ask for them
m ma mtails of the proposed game will be ItOffice of I. H. & W. M. RannCn.. Arch- -itects, Santa Fe, N. M.. u to 31st davgiven later in the week.Hermit Killed Himself Thomas .1.
Ferguson, known as the nermit of
Goose Hill at St. Louis, and who had
of May, 1911, 12 o'clock, noon for theat drug stores and today. Butts broth-
ers tell the public how a druggist is construction of the N'ew Mexican
Printing Company's building in accord-- 1 Strength, Purity,a nee with plans, specifications and in-
structions. Each bid must be accomI
I
panied by a certified check amounting Established: Wl
the habit of taking a shot at small
boys or tramps wnen he feit peevish,
celebrated his 87th birthday by send-
ing a bullet through his brain.
The Man From the East will enter-
tain you at the Elks' tonight. See
him.
Killed Herself Because Fi
to 2 per cent of the proposition sub
The Giving otGifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVER-
SALLY OBSERVED EACH YEAR
mitted, and made payable to the New
Mexican Printing Comnanv as a mmr- - 11 U S. Government Reoorfs. II Iautee that the said contractor will ea
sure of getting good drugs.
Ladies' Suits, with 3 of their
usual price loppec orr, are spoken of
by Julius Gerdes, proprietor of the
Cash Store in today's issue. The ad-
vertisement will interest the fair sex.
Divorce Suits Filed Quite a large
number of divorce suits have been fil-
ed in the district clerk's office In the
past few months. At the request of
the applicants for divorce their names
have been withheld from publication.
Congressional Directory The New
Mexican owes to Delegate W. H. An-
drews a copy of the Congressional Dir.
in ii iter into contract and furnish on an- - II Hignest Award IIIproval surety bond in the sum of 50R O.S S ES per cent of the amount of the contract. lit-..- . ii i-- Be company reserves the richt to is woria-- s Columbian ExposiOon, 1 1Drank Because her fiance stopped ata club house to drink intoxicants,Miss Laura Julia Sandler, aged 23years, committed suicide at St. Louis,
by drinking carbolic acid. Her fiance,
Al Obrest, was present when she died.
Change of Pictures at the Elks to--
reject any and all bids.l. .. D4DTiri!l 1DI V CIIITCn enn Tur niiinii
.jj niiwuLnui oiiiir.v run iiic uu.AaIui :: NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
May 24th, 1911. j lli Sixty Years the Staadarti. jlJ We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Q- old andJ? Silver Plain and Sftt with tiirntinica fi- - U i
DISQUIETING RUMORS OF
MASSACRES IN RUSSIA.!
-- - ' imi(hvi-i- ui vuaiiia, uiuutncs,etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
' WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS
i y vHeadquarters For Reactionaries Circulate Absurd Stor
ies of Ritualistic Murders to
Inflame Public. l:DWARD HINEiS FUAYS,' ;HIS SENATORIAL ACCUSERS.
him and asserted that he was Inno-
cent of any wrongful acts in theseS. SPITZ ManufacturingJeweler.i Fishing Tackle
We have jusfreceived a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
(By Special Leased Wire to New MexicanJ
Berlin, May 24. Rumors of exnect- -
ed massacres in Russia and nartinu.
larly in Kishinev, in conseanencp nt
the spreading of a reactionary Story
oi a ritualistic murder at Kiev, are
causing much anxiety in Jewish Ni
ANDflEW CARNEGIE LEAVES
ON ANNUAL VACATION.
iBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., May 24. Andrew
Carnegie begins his annual vacation
today. He sails this ' afternoon with
Mrs. Carnegie and their daughter on
the Oceanic to spend the summer at
Skibo Castle, Scotland.
cies here.
President of National Lumber Manu-
facturers Association Defends
His Acts.
(By Special Leased Wire, to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., May 24 Edward
Hines, named before the Helm legisla-
tive committee in connection with the
collection of an alleged $100,000 fund
to elect United States Senator William
Lorimer, today took occasion before
reading his address to the "Asso-
ciation of which he is president, to de-
fend his acts and to flay his accusers.
Telegrams received by the Jewish
Aid Society, of this city from various13 Off Sale ji Palmer Suits at a Great Sacrifice . jI I am not looking for profits, they will have to be overlooked I
a in order to unload auicklv. Now is the tim k V- -
tilt
ss w points in Russia say that no anti-se- -mite outbreak has occurred yet,though the Jew baiters a're doing their PORTUGAL RENT BYRUMORS OF UPRISING.
A FINE ASSORTMENT OF
FLIES RODS
CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS
BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
utmost to provoke disorders. Every-
thing depends, it is said, in these
messages, on the firmness of the'Rus-sia-
officials.jj
gain in Ladies Suits. The sale will continue during this week Lisbon, May 24. As next Sunday.
Whitewash for Hines.
Chicago, May 24 A resolution ex-
pressing confidence"in President Hines
was adopted by the association imme-
diately after the president's address.
In his address Mr. Hines unquali-
fiedly denied the charges made against
which is election day, approaches, ru-
mors of conspiracies, royal plots and
Republican factional differences mul-
tiply. Nevertheless public order
continues.
LAKE MOHONK CONFERENCE.
(Continued from Paee une.i '
And everythioff necessary for Fishing Come in and and let the man who know
adoption at this time of such a treaty
with Great Britain would be the great-
est event, in the history oflhternatlon-a-l
arbitration.
"That the proposed Anglo-America- n
treaty would meet opposition in the
Senate is hardly possible. Tha" bodyis and high-minde- d to
stand in the way of a reasonable pro-
posal of such importance."
usiy juu un. uui yuur jacKie ror ine Dig "FISHING TRIP"
SANTA FE HARDWARE
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe,
one and one-ha- lf miles from depot.
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
' WILLIAMSON RANCH,
'
. Glorieta, N. M.
& SUPPLY CO.
THE BIG STORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
V
A Great Bargain
Don t forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all thegood clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make: "
. Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week extension and give you the opportunityto get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but re-
member it is one week only, commencing today and ending Saturday 26th.you can t make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.Another advantage you have when you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit,
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut arid madeVight and theswellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
every re5pect. Call and see for yourself.
Suits $ 37.50
Suits $ 32.00
Suits $ 30.00
Suits $ 27.50
Suits $ 25.00
Suits $ 22.50
Now $ 30.00
Now $ 27.50
Now $ 25.00
Now $ 22.50
Now $ 20.00
Now $17.50
Cofjmght tun ScbaSwr ic Math ' ' " " ' '- - . '
